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Can the incomparable taste, texture, and aroma of handcrafted bread from a neighborhood
bakery be reproduced in a bread machine? The answer from bread expert Beth Hensperger is a
resounding “Yes!”When Beth first set out to find the answer, though, she had doubts; so she
spent hundreds of hours testing all kinds of breads in a bread maker. This bountiful 646-page
book full of more than 300 bakery-delicious recipes is the result, revealing the simple secrets for
perfect bread, every time.In addition to a range of white breads and egg breads, recipes
include:Whole-Grain BreadsGluten-Free BreadsSourdough BreadsHerb, Nut, Seed, and Spice
BreadsVegetable, Fruit, and Cheese BreadsPizza Crusts, Focaccia, and other FlatbreadsCoffee
Cakes and Sweet RollsChocolate BreadsHoliday BreadsNo-Yeast Quick BreadsNo matter how
you slice it, Beth’s brilliant recipes add up to a lifetime of fun with your bread machine!

From Publishers WeeklyUnlike electric ice cream makers and pasta machines, the bread
machine hasn't really enjoyed wholehearted acceptance in the culinary world. There are hordes
of enthusiasts, no question about it, but many who consider themselves serious bakers look
upon the machine with a skeptical eye. However, the newer generation of machines turns out
excellent bread, and after being bombarded with know-how by this James Beard Award-winning
writer, even the most reluctant may be inspired to give it a go. The book opens with an excellent
orientation to both the machine and the basics of bread making. Step-by-step instructions are
given for a few basic loaves. (Less helpful is a "what went wrong" section, which displays a firm
grasp of the obvious.) The 300-plus recipes are so far-ranging it's hard to believe a bread exists
that isn't included here. There are white breads and sourdoughs, all manner of whole wheat and
grain breads and breads featuring nuts and dried fruits, cheese and savory flavorings. There are
crusty ciabattas, a sturdy Irish Potato Brown Bread and a variety of challahs. Hensperger also
includes dozens of sweet breads, including croissants, coffee cakes and traditional holiday
confections. There are recipes for pizza and flatbreads, as well as selections from a variety of
traditions, from Alsatian kugelhopf to Zuni Indian bread. She even offers instructions for using
bread machines to make pasta, jams and chutneys. By the end, Hensperger (The Bread Bible,
etc.) will have convinced readers that it's time to overcome any qualms and get to work. The
bread machine is here to stay. (Aug.)Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.ReviewA very comprehensive book that will appeal
to the novice baker . . . as well as a seasoned pro. --The Austin ChronicleIn The Bread Lover's
Bread Machine Cookbook, Beth Hensperger has explained, with a master's touch, the simple
techniques of making delicious bread in a bread machine. --Chuck Williams, founder of Williams-
SonomaMay just be the only collection of bread recipes you'll ever need. It's that complete and
thorough. -- --Arizona Daily Star --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From



BooklistElectronically controlled bread machines made a big splash when first introduced, and
they seemed destined to be as ubiquitous as the Cuisinart. But many home bakers lost interest
quickly when they tired of the same loaves popping out of the machines each day. Hensperger
isn't so quick to dismiss these kitchen devices, and she insists that with a thoughtful,
professional approach, bread machines can both save labor and provide more bread varieties
than expected. Hensperger analyzes these machines and explains how different models work.
Most important, she shows how to vary the machine's processes to take greatest advantage of
its labor savings and yet produce loaves of varying shape, flavor, and texture. In many cases,
recipes call for removing the kneaded dough from the machine for some manual shaping and for
baking in a conventional oven. Anyone who loves bread but has let one of these machines
gather dust will find rejuvenated inspiration from the possibilities this book offers. Mark
KnoblauchCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back Cover-- 300 tested and perfected recipes for
making superior loaves of bread at home using an automatic bread machine-- Basic sandwich
breads as well as innovative loaves using nuts, fruits, spices, herbs, grains, and other special
ingredients-- American and international breads, everyday and holiday breads, savory and
dessert breads, quick breads, and toppings-- Shares with home cooks the professional bakers'
secrets to high rising breads with great crust, crumb, aroma, and flavor-- Fresh bread at the
touch of a button; also doughs to shape by hand and make baguettes, pizza, focaccia, and
more-- Includes jams and spreads, as well as stuffings and recipes to make use of fresh or
leftover bread --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.ReviewA very
comprehensive book that will appeal to the novice baker . . . as well as a seasoned pro. --The
Austin ChronicleIn The Bread Lover's Bread Machine Cookbook, Beth Hensperger has
explained, with a master's touch, the simple techniques of making delicious bread in a bread
machine. --Chuck Williams, founder of Williams-SonomaMay just be the only collection of bread
recipes you'll ever need. It's that complete and thorough. -- --Arizona Daily Star --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Library JournalHensperger's smaller quick breads
book includes 100 recipes from her earlier Art of Quick Breads, now out of print, as well as 50
new ones. In addition to quick loaves, both sweet and savory, there are waffles, dumplings,
biscuits, popovers, and a variety of other easy baked goods, along with some tasty
accompaniments, such as the Fruit Salsa for her Hopi Blue Corn Hotcakes. For most
collections.Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorBeth Hensperger's career as a prolific food writer and
educator began when she was chosen as the guest cooking instructor for the March 1985 issue
of Bon Apptit. She has gone on to author more than twenty cookbooks, including the best -
selling '' Not Your Mother's'' series. She is also the author of The Bread Bible, winner of a James
Beard Book Award, and has been nominated twice for an IACP Cookbook Award. Hensperger
writes a food column, '' Baking with the Seasons,'' for the San Jose Mercury News (which was
nominated for a James Beard Award in newspaper journalism). She is a contributor to dozens of



national and online cooking and lifestyle magazines, such as Food and Wine, Every Day with
Rachael Ray, Prevention, Veggie Life, Working Woman, Family Circle, and Cooking.com, as well
as being a sought - after radio interviewee speaking on cooking, baking, and entertaining. An
East Coast transplant who now considers herself a true Californian, Hensperger lives in the San
Francisco Bay area. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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AMERICA’S NEW BREAD BOXThe bread machine. Words that strike terror into the hearts of
artisan bakers and advocates of hands-on home baking, while conjuring up visions of delight to
the ever-growing hordes of baking enthusiasts who claim they would never bake bread without a
machine. An all-in-one appliance that is certainly an innovation in a time-honored craft, a bread
machine creates fresh, satisfying, full-flavored yeast breads with no compromise of standards. A
large part of the reason that people get so much joy from bread machine baking has little to do
with the appliance itself, but comes from the deep emotional value of making bread. Bread
machine baking brings the same rewards as any other type of baking. Whether you went out and
bought a new machine, inherited one from a friend who never used it, or picked one up at a
church rummage sale, whether you embrace this method of baking immediately or retain some
skepticism, you will be thrilled with the results if you give this appliance a fair run. Bread machine
baking boasts a fast-growing number of advocates, and seekers of gastronomic truth certainly
now have to include the bread machine next to pasta makers, cappuccino machines, heavy-duty
electric mixers, and food processors on their list of innovations in food preparation that are here
to stay. Quite simply, bread machines make fantastic bread.If, like me, you tried years ago to use
a bread machine and were disappointed with the quality of the loaves, take heed: There is a new
generation of machines that are nothing short of remarkable. Along with improvements to the
hardware, a solid batch of knowledge has accumulated about how to work effectively with the
medium. The common denominator in the new and growing world of bread machine baking is
the same enthusiasm, friendliness, and spirit of generosity that generally mark the baker’s realm.
With some of its activity newly housed in a plastic body, the old-fashioned skill of baking must
add a whole new vocabulary to its jargon.Bread machines are made now by a dozen
manufacturers and come in many more dozens of models, with a variety of features and sizes to
choose from. They are not only easy to use, but inspire you to customize your own baking cycles
and end up turning out breads that rival supermarket loaves and even some bakeries, with their
thin, crisp crusts and even, soft-textured crumb. Bread machine baking requires so little of your
time that you can enjoy the luxury of fresh bread every day, the way things ought to be. When all
the hassle of baking is removed, you can enjoy the entire process—from shopping for
ingredients to hearing the cries of delight from appreciative eaters. With its impressive repertoire
of recipes, bread machines can produce bread for everyone and every lifestyle. The bread
machine has found a market in many who would otherwise never bake, but enjoy good bread:
those with the busiest schedules, like on-the-go moms with little children, bakers who have
physical disabilities that might prevent them from preparing bread by hand, and lots of folks,
especially men, who love the fact that baking good bread now includes the chance to program



digital commands similar to their VCRs. The bread machine has won over many people already
skilled at baking by hand, but it has also reached many who were not inspired to learn to bake
bread by an older method. Through the bread machine they were introduced to, and are now
hooked on, the evocative aroma, taste, and texture of homemade bread.As someone who was
professionally trained as a baker and worked in the field for twenty-five years, naturally I always
encouraged fledgling bakers to make bread by hand, using their senses to become familiar with
yeast doughs. Once, while teaching a class in this manner, I was approached by a student who
was older. “Are you telling me that I can’t make bread?” she inquired as I proselytized on the
handcrafted technique. “I have crippling arthritis and I love to bake. I use either the food
processor or the bread machine, and I love the bread I make.” She gave me pause to think. Then
and there I adapted my opinions and decided that whatever tool could enable a person to make
good bread was fine. I began making doughs with an electric mixer, a food processor, and
ultimately the bread machine. I found that the practical, mystical, and spiritual elements that
make baking satisfying remain the same no matter how you get to the finished loaf.I have found
that bread machine baking is a type of baking unto itself. When you bake with a machine, the
technical part of the process is taken out of your hands, which may cause experienced bakers to
be concerned about the quality of the loaf that will be produced. But I found, once I began to
allow bread machine baking to stand on its own merits and ceased comparing the process to
making bread by hand, that the bread machine gave me the freedom to endlessly create and
improvise on a few fundamentals. I began to really enjoy the results, too—the wonderful bread!
The loaves are different, perhaps, than handmade loaves, but they are beautiful and delicious in
their own right. And so, once you’ve armed yourself with a bit of knowledge, some fresh
ingredients, and your beloved machine, I hope you, too, will approach this wonderful new realm
of baking with an open mind.Often described as looking like a leftover robot from Star Wars, the
maid in a futuristic Jetsons’ cartoon, or even a gem tumbler, the bread machine was originally
invented to go in small Japanese kitchens, which typically have no room for Western-style
baking ovens. Contained in this machine that is the size of an old-fashioned bread box are an
internal motor that turns a kneading blade, a nonstick mixing and baking canister, an electric coil
to bake the loaf, and a microcomputer that tells the machine how to take your loaf right through
the traditionally hands-on procedure. Sophisticated electronics control the motor, temperature,
humidity, all of the timing, and can even store a recipe file in the bread machine’s memory bank.
The machine can weigh anywhere from fifteen to twenty pounds, and definitely commands your
visual attention as it sits on the kitchen counter. Once you get used to how different it is from the
method of preparing bread by hand—in which you have to be watching, waiting, and noting
times, and your constant presence is needed—you will see how convenient this method’s
minimal handling of the dough is, and how the fixed timing of the rising and baking cycles
eliminates guesswork. The machine truly does the work, leaving you free to do something else
while your bread is being prepared. The process is nothing short of magical.I feel compelled to
warn you that this type of baking is very addictive. Once I got rid of my anxieties about blowing



fuses in my tiny kitchen, and set aside my disgruntled attitude about making bread MY way, I
couldn’t leave the machine alone. This appliance begged me to use it. When each loaf turned
out better than the last, I was glad to have hundreds of recipes to test. The amount of actual
hands-on baking time, after deciding which bread to make and assembling the ingredients, is
just minutes. And then, aside from putting away the ingredients and wiping up a bit of flour on the
counter, there is no cleanup, which is remarkable for a craft that is known for being messy.To set
the process in motion, all you do is assemble, measure, and pour the ingredients into the bread
pan that serves as the mixing canister, then push a button to specify a setting and another to
program the timer, if you wish. The machine mixes, kneads, deflates, allows for the proper rising
time, bakes, and often cools the loaf, all automatically. The machine does it all—you don’t need
to know how to bake bread to use it.With a bread machine, a light, high loaf is the result of using
a precise, carefully measured liquid-to-flour ratio in conjunction with the machine’s perfectly
controlled series of risings. The controls may also be set to “Dough Only,” so that the machine
can be used just for the mixing-kneading-rising process, after which you can shape the loaf
yourself and bake it in your home oven for bread that looks more like the loaves you’re used to.
Most bread machine models now have a specific setting to produce the crisp crust and airy
texture characteristic of bakery-style baguettes and artisan breads, although bread machine
loaves will differ in shape from their authentic relatives. You may wish to shape these kinds of
doughs by hand into whimsically formed dinner rolls or round country-style loaves and then bake
them in a conventional oven. You can almost hear the old French baker sighing, “c’est un
scandale!” at the mere thought of automating his revered techniques.A loaf of bread made in the
machine is, just like handmade bread, superior in nutrition, texture, and taste to its commercially
produced, store-bought cousin. Homemade bread is free of additives, colorants, preservatives,
and chemical fixatives. Whenever you have such control over what you put in your bread, you
are almost guaranteed quality. While hand-wrought loaves boast an appealing visual charm,
each loaf baked in the machine is the same shape as its baking pan. Even so, I find that the
loaves fresh from the machine have their own special beauty, eliciting oohs and ahhs from the
most stalwart bakers. The aroma and sight of homemade bread are powerfully good—just try to
resist tearing off the end of one of these still-warm loaves. These sensory experiences are part
of baking’s pleasure.In baking, breads are traditionally defined by the kind of flour used, whether
they have yeast or not, their shape, and their added flavorings, all of which give each bread its
intrinsic character. Within this book, the recipes vary in each of these regards, with something
designed for every type of baker—an impressive variety of breads, from the simple and familiar
to the innovative and challenging. There are breads for the health fanatic, breads for those with a
sweet tooth, and even breads for those who cannot eat gluten. There are breads loaded with
familiar and not-so-familiar ingredients, inventive flat breads, and even artisan breads using the
old techniques, adapted here for the bread machine. You will recognize the better-known
breads, such as egg breads, yeasted white and whole grain breads, pumpernickel and other
ryes, and French bread. The rich and evocative sweet holiday breads, breakfast breads,



flatbreads and focaccia, and some of the quick breads may be new areas for you to discover.
There is a section on baking with commercial bread mixes and one devoted to pizza, a distinct
favorite of home bread machine bakers. You will learn to make them all if you choose. This
collection is composed largely of recipes that are made from start to finish in the machine. They
are based on classic formulas that never go out of style because they are the prescribed
universal laws of baking. Each simple ingredient reveals undertones of flavor created by the time-
honored, ageless principles of harmony and balance in baking. Good, fresh ingredients need
little to unlock their natural flavors.When you have made just a few loaves in the bread machine,
you will already have acquired the confidence that you are a good baker, and you will happily
find that your loaves are suitable for accompanying meals, making sandwiches or toast, or using
in other recipes. Whether you bake for daily consumption or for the festive holiday, baking with
the bread machine is an opportunity to showcase your well-cultivated or newly awakened talents
as a baker. If you like ultimate flavor merged with ultimate convenience in homemade bread, this
appliance is for you. Baking bread in a bread machine is an easy, satisfying task, and more fun
than you can imagine. In the chapter that follows, Orientation, I guide you into the machine’s
workings and features and through the pantry so you can set your reservations aside and start
right now to enjoy baking in your bread machine as much as I do. I wish I could incorporate into
these pages the sensuous aromas of these breads as they are going through their cycles and
being baked, but they are for you to discover. So go ahead, push the button, bake bread, enjoy
the delectable results, and stand back to collect the compliments.

ORIENTATIONBatterie de Cuisine: Know Your Bread MachineTaking Stock of Your
MachineFeatures: Cycles and SettingsMaking BreadThe IngredientsLoading the Ingredients
into the Bread MachineThe Process of Baking Bread in the Bread MachineLearning
RecipesHigh-Altitude BakingWhat Can Go Wrong and How to Fix ItBATTERIE DE CUISINE:
KNOW YOUR BREAD MACHINEThe three sections that follow will help you become familiar
with your machine. They demystify the hardware, offer criteria for how to choose a machine,
provide customer service telephone numbers for bread machine manufacturers, and help you
figure out what types of bread can be made in your machine. There is a lot of practical
information here; you will refer to it often.Taking Stock of Your MachineWhether you are
acquiring a new machine, looking to begin using one that you purchased or received as a gift, or
wanting to better utilize the one you’ve owned for a while, begin with this guide to understanding
the components of a bread machine. There are many manufacturers and models of bread
machines to choose from. They range from the simple, offering just a few basic cycles, to the
more complex, with many cycles and features, and the ideal machine for you depends on what
kind of baking you do. This is a place for experimentation. The section on cycles and settings
(shown here to here) will help you understand those functions better. Whether simple or
complex, it is important for you to know that all bread machines make bread exactly the same
way, using the same progression of steps within the cycles. There is a machine for every



pocketbook. Prices range from $49 to $249 (sales and discounts are frequently offered), with
plenty of models priced in between the economy machines and the sophisticated “luxury”
models. Prices generally reflect the number of features the machine has; the more features, the
more the machine costs. The prices for the most elaborate and highest quality machines are
now $150 to $249, which is remarkable, since just a few years ago you could pay double that
amount for a similar machine. There is no one perfect machine; which machine you use is a very
personal decision, and you, the baker, will adapt to your machine quickly. All the machines make
great bread.Before we proceed to the basics given here, I should tell you that there are a few not-
so-pleasant characteristics common to all bread machine models. All machines operate at a
high noise level during the kneading (how high depends on the action of the motor, and an
intense action is desirable). But this is only during the kneading phase, and you will quickly get
used to your machine’s pings, pangs, bangs, creaks, and bumps. Sometimes the baking is
uneven, leaving you with a loaf that is shaped, cooked, or browned differently in different parts.
Caution must be used in handling the machine or any parts of it during the baking cycle while the
machine body radiates heat. The baked bread may occasionally stick in the baking pan (this
generally occurs only with the thinner-walled baking pans). The loaves are oddly shaped as
compared to traditional hand-shaped ones, and sometimes a slight depression occurs in the top
of the loaf caused by over-rising in the warm machine (this doesn’t hurt the loaf, which is still
delicious). The bread machine is not total perfection, and some models may be easier to use
than others. But you should know that though all machines have their quirks, none of which
prevent them from producing good bread, you will quickly learn to work around them. While
automatic bread-bakers produce bread the “painless” or “no work” way, they are by no means no-
brainers. Be prepared to familiarize yourself with the idiosyncrasies of your
machine.Understanding the following basic components will help acquaint you with your
machine, or narrow down the choices to fit your needs.What are the bread machine’s
dimensions? Bread machines are all countertop appliances, but they have a wide variety of
dimensions. Consider your counter space; a machine should fit in a safe place with minimal
activity around it, as the body is very warm or even hot while functioning. It should rest about 4
inches away from all walls and cupboards. Make sure there is room above to open the lid; most
machines are taller than they are wide. Some machines are quite compact and space-efficient,
under 14 inches high and 14 inches wide, while others are much larger, like the Zo V20, one of
the largest at 17 inches wide, 111/2 inches high, and 81/2 inches deep. American Harvest
makes an even larger side-by-side bucket unit that allows two loaves to bake at the same
time.What size loaf does the machine make? Although machines are categorized by pound size,
the volume of the loaves is really what differs in different size machines. (A loaf that contains
nuts and dried fruit, for example, may be the same size as a loaf that is made with just the basic
ingredients, but it will weigh more.) Still, it has become the convention of bread machine
manufacturers to designate the volume of a machine in terms of a loaf weight, so that is the
terminology used throughout this book. A 1-pounder is a small loaf, a 11/2-pounder is a medium



loaf, and a 2- or 21/2-pounder is large. A machine can always make a smaller loaf, but not a loaf
larger, than the capacity of its pan. Figure out what your needs are based on how many people
will be eating the bread you make. A single person or a couple would consume the 1- or 11/2-
pound sizes. A medium family would eat the 11/2-pound loaf, and for more than four people, a 2-
pound loaf is popular (at this writing, it is the top-selling size). There are also a few 21/2-pound-
loaf machines on the market.What shape is the loaf? The unconventional loaves that come out
of a bread machine take their shape from their baking pans, and each loaf bears the distinctive
mark of the automatic bakery—the hole in the bottom created by the kneading paddle. There are
three loaf shapes: round or tall cylindrical (this cube shape is popular since it slices perfectly on
the horizontal to fit in a toaster or sandwich bag), vertical rectangle (the most common, and
similar to a commercial loaf shape but with fuller sides), and long horizontal (the most similar to
a large, standard bread pan and considered by some to be the most attractive loaf—these need
two blades to mix the entire dough properly). The vertical rectangle is taller than it is wide, and
the long horizontal is oblong. (See here for illustrations of the bread pans and the loaves they
make.) Though this has nothing to do with the shape, I would also note that some brands have
heavier aluminum baking pans than others. Bread bakes most evenly in thicker pans.Does the
lid have a viewing window? Most machines have a small viewing window. While it tends to fog
up during the kneading, it does clear again. The window is really good for seeing if the dough
has over-risen up to the window and threatens to push open the lid, or for peering in during the
baking, when you can’t lift the lid. Many veteran bread machine bakers like to be able to
completely remove the lid for easy cleaning.Is the machine a basic or a multifunctional model?
There are basic cycles that mix, knead, and bake white bread, fruit and nut breads, and light
whole wheats. The newer machines have lots of extras: Jam cycle, Whole Wheat cycle, French
Bread cycle, Pizza Dough cycle, and Quick Bread/Cake cycle. If you are into heavier whole
wheat and whole grain breads, you will be glad to have a model with a Whole Wheat cycle; it will
have the power necessary to drive the blade through heavy doughs. The kneading and rising in
this cycle are also geared toward heavier doughs. There is a multipurpose model by Oster that is
known for being a great pasta dough maker. Aroma Bread Chef is a rice cooker and yogurt
maker, and there is even a model that churns butter! Older models tend to have only the basic
features, and some economically priced newer models are rather basic, too. What type of
machine you have probably depends on what type of bread you make most. Basic models may
meet all the needs of most home bakers, although extra features can be fun to experiment with.
Along with more functions comes the need for more digital programming.Many of the older
machines and a few of the newer machines do not have built-in timers, although they have
become quite standard. The timer enables you to delay the start of the cycle so that the bread
will be ready when you want it, up to twenty-four hours after you load and program the machine.
Some old models don’t have a removable kneading blade; I consider it a must to be able to
remove and wash it properly. A handful of machines stop when you open the lid; some people
prefer this and others dislike it. Some models have an extra crisping or cool-down phase (which



sucks the hot air out of the machine, different than Keep Warm), which could be important if you
are not around to remove the bread when it is done.Does the machine have an audible alert to
remind you when to add extra ingredients? It is convenient for the basic cycle to beep as a
reminder to add embellishments such as raisins or nuts midway through the kneading, so that
they are not pulverized during the mixing. A machine can have this feature built into one or many
of its cycles. If your machine does not offer this signal, it is easy enough to set your own kitchen
timer to add the extras on your own. See here for more information.Does your machine’s digital
screen tell you what phase of the cycle it is in? My testers all seemed to like this indicator
feature. You don’t have to peek, listen, or write down times to gauge where you are. For those
who are used to baking by hand, this indicator allows them to orient themselves to what part of
the process the machine is in. I tend to use the cycle indicator more often than the timer to judge
how close the bread is to being done.Does your machine have a power saver memory? The
power saver lets the machine restart where it left off in the event of a brief blackout or if the plug
is accidentally pulled out mid-cycle. If the machine does not have the power saver feature, you
would have to start the machine from the beginning of the cycle again instead of resuming the
process where it left off. No matter what machine you are using, if a power outage happens
during the baking part of a cycle, you won’t be able to retrieve the loaf at all. (However, dough
could be removed and baked in a conventional oven.) The standard time limit of the power saver
memory is 60 minutes.What information does the owner’s manual provide? Look at the manual
provided by the manufacturer. A complete and easy-to-understand owner’s manual is a real help.
This book offers a great deal of information regarding all aspects of bread machine baking, from
descriptions of various features, to troubleshooting, to tips for cleanup. Read your owner’s
manual and become familiar with its contents. It will tell you the important specifics about your
machine, such as the order in which ingredients should be added, and how to program the
various cycles and the Delay Timer.Is service support offered for the machine? Most bread
machine manufacturers offer a toll-free customer support line to assist you with any troubles that
arise in your use of the machine (see here for a list of these numbers). The people who staff
these phone lines are generally very knowledgeable. Know the number for your machine’s
manufacturer, and don’t be afraid to use it. While the failure rate of this complex appliance is very
low, you should also hold on to your receipt, and be sure you can take the machine back to
where you bought it. Again, a good help line can help you assess whether a problem is caused
by the baking method or a faulty machine. A bread machine does have some replaceable parts,
such as the drive belt for the blade and a thermal sensor fuse, which can easily be repaired at an
authorized service center. Don’t attempt home repairs. Finally, be kind to your nonstick pan and
paddle; they cost $40 to $60 to replace. If you should need to order replacements, call your
customer support line.Customer Service NumbersThis list of customer service telephone
numbers for the various manufacturers of bread machines is important to keep on hand for any
questions that may come up during the operation of your machine, or for repair
information.Aroma: 800-276-6286Betty Crocker: 800-446-1898Black & Decker:



800-231-9786Breadman/Salton: 888-889-0899DAK: Out of business; no customer service line
available.Franklin Chef: No customer service line available.GoldStar LG: 800-243-0000Hitachi:
800-448-2244Oster/Sunbeam: 800-526-2832Panasonic/National: 800-211-7262Pillsbury (MK
Seiko): 800-775-4777Regal: 262-626-2121Sanyo: 800-421-5013Toastmaster:
800-947-3744Welbilt: No customer service line available.West Bend: 800-367-0111Williams-
Sonoma (MK Seiko): 877-812-6235Zojirushi: 800-733-6270Features: Cycles and SettingsIn the
owner’s manual, after acquainting you with the parts of the machine, the basic steps to remove
and replace the bread pan, and the order in which to place the ingredients in the pan, each
manufacturer will list the features, also referred to as the modes of operation or cycles, of the
machine. This list of cycles lets you know what types of breads you can make with your machine,
and the amount of time it takes to make a loaf on each of these settings. Most booklets tell you in
a chart how long each cycle, and even each part of a cycle, takes; the times are a bit different for
each brand of machine. All machines have at least four of the following cycles:BASICThis setting
is also known as Basic Bread, Basic Mode, Basic Wheat, Standard, or White. This is the all-
purpose setting you’ll probably use most often. The cycle takes three to four hours, depending
on your machine. It is the cycle for white breads and whole wheat or whole-grain breads that
contain more than 50 percent bread flour. This cycle can also be used for country breads if you
don’t have a French Bread cycle. Within this cycle there is sometimes the further choice of
“Quick” or “Rapid.” (Some machines have you program for this separately. See information about
the Quick Yeast Bread cycle). On many of the newer machines, there will be a beep during the
Basic cycle to identify when to add any extra ingredients, like raisins or nuts.SWEET BREADThe
Sweet Bread cycle allows doughs with a higher fat and sugar content to rise more slowly. This
cycle has a longer rise and a lower baking temperature, about 250°F, since the crust of a sweet
bread will brown quicker. There is usually a beep in this cycle for the addition of extra
ingredients, like chopped glacéed fruit or nuts. Many sweet breads are also mixed on the Dough
cycle, shaped, and baked in the home oven.FRUIT AND NUTAlso known as the Raisin Mode or
Mix Bread cycle, the Fruit and Nut setting is used for recipes that require the addition of nuts,
seeds, chocolate chips, or dried fruit to the dough. This way the extras are not overmixed or
pulverized during the vigorous blade action of the kneading phase of the cycle. Many of the
newer machines have this audible alert built into the Basic and Whole Wheat cycles, rather than
in a separate cycle. When the beep sounds, simply open the lid and pour in the extras. If your
machine does not have this cycle, use the Basic cycle for breads made with these ingredients.
The audible alert is not a necessity; see here for information on adding extra ingredients.
Sometimes, if I want to vary the color or taste of a bread, I do add the extras, such as onions and
nuts, at the beginning of the cycle so that the kneading action smooshes them and they more or
less disintegrate into the dough.VARIETYThis was a common feature on the older machines.
The Variety cycle runs about the same length of time as the Basic cycle, and has a beep and
displays a signal to “shape” so that you can remove the dough after the second rise, fill and
shape it by hand, and then return it to the baking canister for a final rise and the baking. You



could use this cycle for a cinnamon swirl or monkey bread. This is a fun feature. If your machine
does not have it, you can program for the Basic cycle, press Pause to interrupt it after Rise 2,
remove the dough and shape it, and then return it to the pan and press Start to resume the cycle
and bake the bread.DOUGHThis setting may also be known as the Rise or Manual cycle. This is
the setting to use when you want to mix and rise a dough in the machine, then remove the
dough, shape it by hand, and bake it in your oven. Toastmaster has the shortest Dough cycle at
1 hour and 3 minutes, 1 hour and 30 minutes is the average, and Panasonic’s is the longest at 2
hours and 30 minutes (this includes Preheat). Doughs prepared on this setting are intended to
be shaped into traditional loaves or in special ways, such as cloverleaf dinner rolls, egg twists,
pizza, croissants, bread sticks, or bagels, and baked in the oven. You can adapt your favorite
recipes for this cycle, with respect to using quantities that will fit in your machine (see here for
information about maximum capacities). Remove the dough at the beep and proceed to shape
as directed in the recipe. Within this cycle is sometimes the further choice of Basic Dough or
Quick Dough.WHOLE WHEATThis cycle is also known as the Whole Grain or Basic Wheat
mode. This setting allows heavy whole grain flours a nice long kneading time and an extra, and
slightly longer, rising time as compared to the Basic cycle, producing a lighter, higher loaf. This is
really nice for all sorts of whole wheat breads made with more than 50 percent whole grain flour.
It should definitely be used for 100 percent whole wheat or whole-grain breads, and for breads
containing specialty flours, such as barley or spelt. Within this cycle is sometimes a further
choice of Basic or Quick. On many of the newer machines, there will be a beep during this cycle
to identify when to add any extra ingredients, like raisins or nuts. Models that preheat at the
beginning of some, but not all, of their cycles generally do preheat in the Whole Wheat
cycle.FRENCH BREADThere is often a European, Crisp, or Homemade setting for the same
purpose. This cycle has become the new rage in bread machine baking. Use this setting for
crusty country breads with no fat or sugar that need longer rising times, giving the yeast a good
long while to do its work. (Older National machines have this cycle lasting seven hours, which
would bring a smile to the face of a traditional baker from France.) This is also the setting to use
for sourdough breads made with yeast. The baking temperature is at the high end, about 325°F.
The breads baked on this cycle are crisp crusted with a fine-textured, chewy inner crumb. Some
bakers like a dark crust on their country breads.QUICK YEAST BREADWhile the newer models
have this cycle as an option within the Basic, Whole Wheat, and Dough cycles, some older
models have it as a separate cycle. Also known as Bake (Rapid), Turbo, Quick Bake, or just
Quick, this program is specifically designed for use with fast-acting (instant) or quick rise yeast.
This cycle skips the second rise, shortening the entire cycle time by forty-five minutes to one
hour. You can make virtually any yeast bread recipe on this cycle. See your manufacturer’s
manual to find out how to adjust the yeast. When using this cycle, it is very important that the
ingredients be at room temperature when you put them in the machine. The time the yeast has
to work is already shortened; having the ingredients slightly warm at the start ensures that the
yeast will get activated right away. In general, this shortened cycle does still give you a very nice



loaf of bread. This cycle, or the One Hour cycle, is the one to use for gluten-free yeast breads
(shown here to here), since these doughs require less rising time. Note that this cycle is not the
same as the Quick Bread cycle.ONE HOURThe One Hour cycle is a second type of abbreviated
cycle that, as its name implies, produces bread in one hour. Even faster than the Quick Yeast
Bread (or Rapid) cycle, the One Hour cycle cuts out more than one rise. It, too, requires the use
of fast-acting (instant) or quick-rise yeast. Your manufacturer’s manual will tell you how to adjust
the yeast in a recipe for this cycle. I find that there is a loss in flavor and keeping quality to breads
made on this cycle, so I don’t recommend using it. The One Hour cycle can be used in place of
the Quick Yeast cycle though when making gluten-free yeast breads (shown here to here).BAKE
ONLYIn newer machines there is sometimes a Bake Only cycle so that a dough that has been
prepared on the Dough cycle can be shaped and then returned to the bread machine for baking.
You could use Bake Only for a cinnamon swirl bread, or for baking a hand-mixed or a
commercial dough. This is the setting to use if you made a dough and planned to bake it in a
regular oven, and, well, changed your mind. The Bake Only cycle is invaluable when a cycle
ends and a loaf is not quite done baking. You can program Bake Only to continue baking in
increments for up to two hours. If you are doing lots of different types of baking, you will use this
cycle.QUICK BREADThis setting, also known as Cake, is for non-yeast batters leavened with
baking powder or baking soda, such as quick breads and loaf cakes. This cycle mixes the
ingredients (although older machines require that the mixing be done by hand and the batter
poured into the pan without the kneading blade installed) and bakes without any rise time. There
is an option for further baking at one-minute intervals. This cycle works well with packaged
commercial mixes for cornbread, quick bread, and pound cake. On some models you have to
program the bake time for this cycle; with others it is automatically built into the
cycle.PROGRAMSome machines have a function that lets you manually change the cycle times
to whatever you want them to be, letting you increase a kneading, rising, or baking time as
needed. You can also create your own recipes and program in all the times for them, and the
machine will keep the instructions in its memory. This is a feature that I find people use only
when they have become very proficient with the basic baking cycles. (Also called Personal
Baker.)JAMSome of the new machines have a setting for small-batch fresh fruit refrigerator jams
(not jellies), with or without pectin. This cycle can also make chutneys and fruit butters. To
prevent leakage and overspills, make jam only in a machine that is designed to do so. Be sure to
read the chapter on jams in this book (shown here to here) and the guidelines it provides; there
are strict proportions to respect. Skeptical? This is a great feature, so give it a try. It makes
wonderful jam.OTHER CYCLESSome machines have Sandwich or Tender cycles for breads
with a finer texture than those baked on the Basic cycle. Use these cycles for recipes that
contain more fat and eggs, ingredients that make a softer bread. The Batter Bread setting, a new
addition to Breadman machines, is for making especially moist yeasted breads that don’t form a
traditional dough ball. As machines become more sophisticated, continue to expect more
features. Some machines now offer a Pizza Dough cycle, a Bagel Dough cycle, and a cycle



specifically for gluten-free breads (which can also be made on the Quick Yeast Bread or One
Hour cycles in other machines). Pasta Dough has its own cycle, a subcycle of the Dough cycle,
in some Oster machines (but can easily be made on the Dough cycle in any machine designed
to handle heavier doughs).In addition to their baking cycles, bread machines have some or all of
the following features:DELAY FEATUREAlmost all machines have a Delay Timer, which allows
you to place the ingredients in the bread pan, choose the baking cycle, and program the
machine to begin the process of mixing and baking your dough 31/2 to 24 hours later. This is a
popular feature, since it enables you to program the machine at night and wake up to fresh
bread in the morning, or have fresh bread ready when you get home from work. I have noted
throughout the book which recipes are not suitable for this cycle, but please remember that
whenever you program the machine for a delay of even a few hours, you should not make a
bread that calls for any fresh ingredients, such as milk, eggs, or cheese (including cottage
cheese, sour cream, or yogurt), bacon, or fresh vegetables. Ingredients such as these can grow
harmful bacteria at room temperature that can result in food poisoning. Many bread machine
recipes call for dry milk and powdered eggs, which are safe to use with the Delay Timer.In order
to get optimum results using the Delay Timer, it is important that the yeast not come in contact
with the salt (which would inhibit its rising power) nor with any liquid (which would activate it
before the mixing began) when the ingredients are standing in the bread pan. Add the liquid
ingredients first, then the salt, then all the dry ingredients, and finally the yeast at the end (or
switch this order around if your machine so requires). Many bread machine books stipulate this
precaution for all their recipes, but it is only really necessary when using the Delay
Timer.PREHEATSome machines have a Preheat or Rest period, which was created so that you
could put ingredients at cold and warm temperatures into the machine and have them at a
uniform temperature by the time the mixing starts. (Perhaps a throwback to the days of warming
the flour on the oven door to take off the chill and encourage the best rising?) This allows the
yeast to perform at optimum capacity. This phase lasts from 15 to 30 minutes. Remember that
there is no blade action, so the machine will be quiet during this phase. In some of the more
sophisticated machines you can bypass this step, in others you cannot. Some machines have it
built into every baking cycle; others, like Breadman machines, just have it on the Whole Wheat
cycle. Some people like this feature, believing it produces better bread, and some don’t, since it
adds time to the whole process. You can use the Program setting (see here), if your machine has
it, to bypass the Preheat cycle.CRUST CONTROLIn addition to choosing the cycle for your loaf,
most models offer a setting that, by varying the baking temperature or timing slightly, gives you
the choice of a light, medium, or dark crust. You are choosing how your loaf will look when it is
finished baking. Some models have just two crust choices, Bake (Light) or Bake (Normal), which
are built into their Basic cycle. The crust setting, because it does change the baking time and
often the temperature, also affects the doneness of a loaf. I usually use the medium or normal
crust setting for basic and whole-grain breads, but I almost always check the loaf to make sure
the bread has baked all the way through. (See here for information on how to check for



doneness.)If the crust on your bread is too light and the loaf is underdone, next time set the crust
setting for dark; if the crust is too dark and the bread is overbaked, set it for light. Some people
like light crusts on whole wheat breads and dark crusts on their French breads. I set the crust on
medium or dark for artisan and country breads, and on light for sweet breads, which brown more
quickly due to their higher sugar content. Since the specific ingredients in loaves often have a lot
to do with how their crusts brown, it is a good idea to experiment with the crust settings.LOAF
SIZEThis setting asks you to choose the size loaf you will be making in the machine—1, 11/2, or
2 pound. With this feature, each size loaf has slightly different cycle times and bake
times.PAUSEThe Pause button allows you to interrupt a cycle at any point and resume again
where it left off. This is different from pushing Stop/Reset, which cancels the entire cycle. Most of
the machines now have a Pause button, but some of the older or less expensive models do not.
If your machine does not have this feature, you may wish to skim some of the more complex
recipes in this book before making them—there are a few recipes that require this feature in
order to manipulate the cycles.COOL DOWN OR KEEP WARMBread recipes always state that
the loaf needs to be removed from the pan immediately after baking to prevent it from getting
soggy. The Cool Down or Keep Warm feature allows the loaf to stay in the baking chamber as
some heat or a fan evaporates the excess moisture and pushes it out of the machine. This is not
a separately programmable cycle, but, like Preheat, is a feature preset within one or more of the
bread cycles on many machines. If you do not remove your loaf from the machine when the
baking has finished and press Stop, a machine that has this feature will automatically go into a
Cool Down or Keep Warm mode. The bread will be very moist if it stays in the machine on this
mode. Without this feature, expect bread that stays in the machine after baking to be wet and
soggy. I advise you not to leave a loaf in the machine on this mode unless it is absolutely
necessary, when you have used the Delay Timer, for example, or if you are off taking a nap while
the machine is running. Surprisingly, I found that country breads benefited from this Cool Down/
Keep Warm phase, as it thickened the crust. Whole wheat breads, rather than getting soggier,
dry out too much if left in the machine through this part of a cycle.Bread Machine Cycle
NamesCycle as referred to in The Bread Lover’s Bread Machine CookbookAlternate cycle
namesBasicBasic BreadBasic ModeBasic WheatStandardWhiteSweet Bread Fruit and
NutRaisin ModeMix BreadVariety DoughRiseManualBasic DoughQuick Dough (a sub-cycle
within the Dough cycle)Whole WheatWhole GrainBasic WheatFrench
BreadEuropeanCrispHomemadeQuick Yeast BreadBake (Rapid)TurboQuick BakeQuick (do not
confuse with Quick Bread cycle)Rapid (a sub-cycle within the Basic cycle)Quick Wheat (a sub-
cycle within the Whole Wheat cycle)One Hour Bake Only Quick Bread/Cake Jam MAKING
BREADThis section is very important to understanding baking in your bread machine. It would
be worthwhile to familiarize yourself with this information before baking from this book.The
IngredientsAll loaves are a combination of flour, leavening, salt, and liquids. The equation is so
simple that each loaf is only as good as the ingredients that you use to make it. Additional
ingredients such as sweetening, eggs, fat, or other flavor enhancers like cheese and herbs,



produce loaves of different flavors and with individual characters. I include vital wheat gluten in
the following list of basic ingredients, since it is an essential ingredient in every recipe that is
baked in a machine.FLOURGrains are milled into a powder called flour. This is the foundation of
all of the bread we make. Milling is a complex process we take for granted when we buy our 5-
pound sacks of flour. Professionals in the flour industry evaluate each crop of grain for protein
levels, gluten strength, water absorption, and mixing tolerances. Flours are carefully blended by
each mill to give you consistently good bread from scratch.Wheat makes the flour most
commonly used for breads because of its high absorption ability. There are various types and
qualities of wheat, and many different flours are milled from it. Bread machine loaves work best
with bread flour. Bread flour can also be labeled “high gluten flour” or “best for bread.” Bread
machine bakers usually have a favorite brand, sometimes labeled “For the Bread Machine” on
the package. These blends have a high gluten content that develops well with machine mixing.
All bread flour makes a tall, springy loaf. You can also use all-purpose flour in the bread machine
if you add enough vital wheat gluten to boost its protein content. All-purpose flour with gluten
added can be used in place of bread flour in any recipe in this book. Some recipes here do call
for standard all-purpose flour because they are baked outside the machine.As you grow familiar
with your machine, you can use combinations of wheat germ, cracked wheat, rolled grains,
whole wheat flour, all-purpose flour, and other flours to create loaves in an infinite variety of
flavors, textures, and muted earth tones. Every flour absorbs a different amount of moisture and
does so at a different rate. Remember that the more non-wheat flour you use in proportion to
wheat, the denser the loaf and the slower the rising time. Also, remember that proper
measurements make a good loaf. If you don’t add enough flour, no matter what the type, you will
have a collapsed loaf (collapsing from the top or in from the sides) that is often uncooked in the
center. If you add too much flour, you will have a dough that strains during the kneading process
and bakes into a hard, dense, heavy ball.VITAL WHEAT GLUTENAlthough vital wheat gluten is
not a core ingredient when making bread by hand (the gluten contained in the flour is enough to
produce a high loaf when mixing and kneading by hand), I single out gluten here as a main
ingredient for bread machine baking because all my testing has shown that it yields a better loaf
when added to the dry ingredients. Gluten is called for in most of the recipes in this book. It helps
make loaves rise higher and gives them more volume. Vital wheat gluten—also known as just
plain gluten—is made by washing the starch from the endosperm in wheat, leaving pure plant
protein that is dried, ground, and marketed as a powdered extract. It is not a flour. Gluten
becomes stretchy during mixing and kneading, and is a premium dough conditioner because it
helps trap the rising CO2 in its strong meshwork, making a puffier loaf. If you are experimenting
with your own recipes, I recommend using 1 to 2 teaspoons of gluten per cup of white bread
flour and 11/2 to 3 teaspoons gluten per cup of whole grain flour for an exquisite texture.
Sometimes I add double that if I have a stiff all–whole wheat dough or am using a recipe calling
for a non-gluten flour. If you add gluten to one of your existing bread recipes, note that doughs
containing gluten can absorb a tablespoon or two more of liquid.Store gluten in an airtight



container in the refrigerator for up to one year, but if you use gluten regularly, it can be kept in the
cupboard for up to two months.Please note: If you encounter vital wheat gluten flour, this is a
different product than vital wheat gluten, which is much more concentrated. Do not confuse
these two items.YEASTYeast is a microscopic plant. The word “yeast” comes from the French
word levant, meaning “to rise.” In France, the same word is applied to the eastern part of the
world and to the rising sun. Perhaps this interesting etymology has something to do with the fact
that there has always been a degree of mystery and discovery in observing yeast activate and
multiply.Yeast is sold to the consumer in five different forms: active dry yeast, compressed fresh
cake yeast, fast-acting or instant dried yeast, bread machine yeast, and quick-rise yeast.
(Nutritional yeasts, such as brewer’s and torula, are not leavening agents.) Fast-acting yeast and
bread machine yeast both work well in the bread machine; quick-rise yeast can also be
used.The most readily available fast-acting or instant yeast comes from the S.I. Lasaffre
Company (a French company operating in Belgium and elsewhere), which has been producing
commercial yeast since Louis Pasteur figured out how to isolate and cultivate single strains. This
yeast, labeled “SAF Perfect Rise” or “SAF Instant” yeast, is very popular among bread machine
bakers. My testers and I nicknamed it the “industrial strength yeast” for its incredible and reliable
rising power. Composed of a different strain of yeast than our domestic brands, SAF yeast is
dried to a very low percentage of moisture and coated with ascorbic acid and a form of sugar,
enabling it to activate immediately on contact with warm liquid. This type of yeast needs no initial
dissolving in liquid, which makes it perfect for the bread machine. It has free-flowing rod-shaped
granules that were developed with easy measuring in mind. SAF yeast contains three times as
many yeast cells per volume as other granular yeasts, so the amount used in a recipe should be
cut back by about 25 percent from the amount of yeast called for. (You will see that this is taken
into account in the recipes in this book.) SAF yeast comes in a two-pack strip or in a resealable
3-ounce bag. The yeast should be stored in the freezer (for up to one year), as the outer coating
of dried yeast cells is sensitive to oxidation.Other brands of instant or fast-acting-style yeast that
work well in the bread machine include Fermipan Instant Yeast, a yeast that is well known and
loved by Italian-style bakers. This yeast is known for producing great focaccia, old-world-style
breads, and hard rolls. Fleischmann’s Yeast now offers an ascorbic-acid-coated instant domestic
yeast, and Red Star has entered the instant yeast market with Red Star Instant Active Dry Yeast,
which has a smaller granule size than traditional active dry yeast so that it will perform like SAF.
These three yeasts are not yet as widely distributed as SAF.Bread machine yeast was
developed, as its name would suggest, with bread machine baking in mind. Both Fleischmann’s
and Red Star also produce bread machine yeast, a finely granulated yeast that is coated with a
layer of ascorbic acid (vitamin C) and a flour buffer. It, too, is able to be mixed into a dough along
with the dry ingredients, requiring no previous activation in a warm liquid. Bread machine yeast
is not as sensitive to temperature as regular active dry yeast; it can grow and multiply at lower
temperatures in the machine’s bread pan. Bread machine yeast is sold in 4-ounce jars, and is
readily available at supermarkets.Quick-rise yeast was developed in 1984 in response to the



large amount of home baking done using powerful electric mixers. Both Red Star and
Fleischmann’s (patented as RapidRise) have quick-rise yeasts on the market. Quick-rise yeast is
another strain of very fine, low-moisture yeast that is able to be activated in a dough without first
being rehydrated in a warm liquid. It raises dough about twice as fast as regular yeast. This strain
is fed with phosphorus to increase enzyme activity, and RapidRise yeast is coated with
emulsifiers and antioxidants that boost activity. You can use quick-rise yeast in place of bread
machine yeast for the recipes in this book. Replace the given quantity of SAF yeast with the
quick-rise yeast.Whatever type of yeast you are using, always check the expiration date
stamped on the package. Fresh yeast works best, and outdated yeast may not work at all. If you
question whether a yeast is viable, test it by filling a measuring cup with 1 cup of lukewarm water.
Sprinkle in 1 tablespoon of the yeast in question and 1 teaspoon of sugar. Mix the three together
and, if the yeast is active, it will bubble immediately. If it does nothing, or if there are only a few
bubbles, the yeast is dead and should be discarded.SALTSalt is very important in bread not only
as a flavor enhancer, but in controlling the rate of yeast fermentation. In the presence of salt, the
dough rises at a slower rate and the salt strengthens the gluten. Loaves with no salt collapse
easily. The addition of salt results in a good crumb, better keeping qualities, and more flavor.
When using the Delay Timer, avoid having the salt come in contact with the yeast, which would
slow its action; in these cases add the salt with the liquid. When you are going to mix and make
the bread immediately, it really doesn’t matter what ingredients come in contact with what
others, and I actually prefer to add the salt close to the end, near the yeast, as I think it gets
distributed better that way.LIQUIDTo make bread, you must have some type of liquid to moisten
the flour, activate the gluten, and begin the action of the yeast. Liquid transforms the ingredients
into a pliable dough ball that will bake into a loaf of bread. Pure water, milk, buttermilk, fruit juice,
yogurt, sour cream, beer, or coffee all work, but each gives a different crumb. Nonfat dry milk
powder and dry buttermilk powder can be used in conjunction with water to replace their fresh
counterparts. Some bakers don’t like the flavor of the dried milk powders and always use fresh
milk, but for bread machine baking using a delayed cycle, the use of powdered milk eliminates
concern over spoilage. Sometimes you will see the addition of baking soda when acidic liquids
like buttermilk and sour cream are called for; the baking soda neutralizes the acid. If you have a
Welbilt machine, please note that it usually requires an additional 2 tablespoons of liquid in
every recipe; you will need to add these 2 tablespoons to the quantity of liquid in the recipes in
this book. Bread Machine Baker’s Hint: Measuring Your IngredientsThe bread machine, unlike
traditional bread recipes that deal in approximates, must have accurately measured ingredients
or else the recipes will not work properly or taste balanced. The baking pan has a limited
capacity, so ingredients must also be measured precisely to keep them from spilling over onto
the heating element. This is extremely important for producing good loaves from the machine.
For dry ingredients, use the nested set of plastic or metal cups and use only for dry measuring.
Use the old “dip and sweep” method of dipping the cup or spoon into the dry ingredients (do not
pack unless it is called for, as in packed brown sugar), such as sugar and flour, and using the



back of a knife or spoon handle to scrape across the flat rim.Dry and wet measuring cups are
not interchangeable. For wet ingredients, like honey and all liquids, use a 1- or 2-cup clear glass
measuring cup with a pour spout and with increments clearly marked. Set the cup on the counter
for it to level itself, and look at the increment lines at eye level; then pour the contents into the
machine without spilling them. I don’t use the metric measuring gadgets that sometimes come
with machines; they are hard to decipher. Just throw them away (or use them in the laundry
room).FATFat is a dirty word in today’s food world, but in reality it is an essential element of a
healthy diet when consumed in moderation. Generally it is not the type of fat you use, but the
proportions, that matter in baking bread. Fat adds lots of flavor, pliability, and tenderness to a
loaf of bread, and helps keep it from staling within a few hours. Use unsalted butter (which has
an unparalleled flavor), margarine, lard (which is, surprisingly, more flavorful and less saturated
than butter), or various olive, vegetable, or nut oils. Add butter by cutting it into pieces and
putting it in with the other ingredients; it will mix right in during the kneading. Fats will be included
with the liquids in the recipes in this book.SWEETENINGSugar provides food for the developing
yeast and helps retain moisture in the finished baked loaf. It also enhances flavor, texture, and
crust color. Use granulated sugar, superfine sugar, raw sugar, Demerara sugar, light or dark
brown sugar, or thick syrups like maple syrup, molasses, corn syrup, barley malt syrup, and
honey. You will be adding a bit more liquid if you are using a syrup instead of a granulated
sugar.EGGSEggs are a favorite addition to bread. They add flavor, color, a cakelike texture,
leavening power, and liquid to a dough. Use only eggs graded large. Never use fresh eggs when
baking using the Delay Timer.CHEMICAL LEAVENERChemical leaveners, such as baking
powder, baking soda, and cream of tartar, are essential in making quick breads. These
leaveners create air bubbles when they come in contact with liquid. This is why quick breads
need to bake immediately, so that the bubbles have not dissipated before the loaf has set. I like
Rumford brand non-aluminum baking powder. For more information on chemical leaveners, see
here.Loading the Ingredients into the Bread MachineOne of the big deals in making bread in the
bread machine is how the ingredients are loaded into the bread pan. Most of the models call for
the wet ingredients to go into the machine first, followed by the dry ingredients. But a few differ in
the order that the ingredients are layered into the bread pan. This chart is for easy reference.
This book is written with directions for wet, then dry ingredients to be layered into the pan, since
this is the prevalent manner of adding the ingredients. If your machine differs, just switch the
order around to fit the pattern outlined in your manufacturer’s booklet. As a note, if you are
making the dough immediately, it really doesn’t matter in what order the ingredients are placed
in the pan. This pattern becomes important when you are using the Delay Timer, so that the
yeast does not become activated before the dough is being made.The Process of Baking Bread
in the Bread MachineTo make bread, whether by machine, by hand, or by any method, you
follow a set of basic sequential steps that are exactly the same as they were when bread was
invented thousands of years ago. The process is as follows: You make the dough, you let it rest
as the yeast does its work, and then you bake it, killing the yeast and setting the texture, which



makes it edible. There may be shortcuts to this process, but the sequence never varies, even
when technology is incorporated. The bread machine’s contribution to this process has been to
take all the guesswork out of baking. In the past, the duration, intensity, and environment of each
step had to be calculated by the baker. Using a machine, you don’t have to calculate
preparation, kneading, rising, or baking times. You don’t have to turn the dough out of the
machine and shape it, unless you want to. Because of the sheer ease of this baking medium,
people who never had the desire to tackle the work involved with hand baking and those who
can’t find the time to bake by hand, produce wonderful breads using a bread machine. The steps
involved in creating a loaf of bread in the machine, which is called “baking in a controlled
atmosphere,” are described here in detail, in the context of this unchanging sequence of steps
that constitute baking. Throughout this book, when the terms Preheat, Mix, Knead 1, Knead 2,
Punch Down, Rise 1, Rise 2, Rise 3, Cool Down, and Keep Warm appear beginning with capital
letters, they refer to standard segments of all bread machine cycles. The manual for your bread
machine will use these terms or very similar ones.ManufacturerOrder of Loading Ingredients in
Pan wetdryyeastyeastdrywetdrywetyeast dispenserAroma BreadChef• Betty Crocker• Black &
Decker• Breadman/Salton• Franklin Chef• GoldStar• Hitachi• Oster/Sunbeam• Panasonic/
National •Regal• Sanyo • Toastmaster• Welbilt* •West Bend • Williams-Sonoma• Zojirushi • *If
you are using a Welbilt machine, you will need to add 2 more tablespoons to the amount of liquid
called for in every recipe. Bread Machine Baker’s Hint: Measurement EquivalentsBread machine
recipes call for some unusual volume measurements, such as 1/8 or 7/8 cup. The little plastic
measuring cup that comes with some machines is divided into eighths, but it is awkward to use; I
like my old glass measuring cup and Tupperware dry measures. Once you become familiar with
the measuring language associated with bread machines, you won’t find it difficult. Use this
chart to familiarize yourself with some less common measures and their equivalents; use it for an
aid when you are halving a 2-pound-loaf recipe to make a 1-pound loaf, or find out how much of
an ingredient to buy when shopping from the bulk aisle of your grocery store.1/8 cup = 2
tablespoons = 1 ounce3/8 cup = 1/4 cup plus 2 tablespoons = 3 ounces5/8 cup = 1/2 cup plus 2
tablespoons = 5 ounces7/8 cup = 3/4 cup plus 2 tablespoons = 7 ounces11/8 cups = 1 cup plus
2 tablespoons = 9 ounces11/4 cups = 1 cup plus 4 tablespoons = 10 ounces11/2 cups = 12
ounces11/2 teaspoons = 1/2 tablespoon3 teaspoons = 1 tablespoon = 1/2 ounce4 teaspoons =
11/3 tablespoons4 tablespoons = 1/4 cup = 2 ounces51/3 tablespoons = 5 tablespoons plus 1
teaspoon = 1/3 cup8 tablespoons = 1/2 cup16 tablespoons = 1 cup = 8 ouncesButter1/2 cup = 4
ounces = 1 stick1/4 cup = 2 ounces = 1/2 stick2 tablespoons = 1 ounce = 1/4 stick1 tablespoon
= 1/2 ounce = 1/8 stick (each stick is divided into 8 sections on the wrapper)Grade A Large
White or Brown Eggs1 whole egg = 1/4 cup liquid measure1 egg white = 3 tablespoons1 yolk =
1 tablespoon1 whole large egg = 3 tablespoons commercial liquid egg substitute1 large fresh
egg white = 1 tablespoon egg-white powder and 2 tablespoons cold water beaten together until
foamyUnbleached All-Purpose Flour1 cup = 43/4 ounces31/2 cups = 1 pound18 cups = 5
poundsBread Flour and Whole Wheat Flour1 cup = 5 ouncesGranulated Sugar1 cup = 8



ounces1/2 cup = 4 ounces1/4 cup = 2 ounces1 tablespoon = 1/2 ounceBrown Sugar1 cup = 6
ounces1/2 cup = 3 ounces1/4 cup = 11/2 ounces1 tablespoon = 1/3 ounceNutmeats
(chopped)1 cup = 4 ouncesRaisins3/4 cup = 4 ounces1 cup = 51/4 ounces23/4 cups = 1
poundChocolate Chips or Chopped Chocolate1/2 cup = 3 ouncesNonfat Dry Milk or Dry
Buttermilk Powder3 tablespoons dry milk powder + 1 cup water = 1 cup fresh milk or buttermilk.
For a richer flavor, use 4 to 5 tablespoons per cup.Firm Cheeses3 ounces of a firm, moist grated
cheese = 2 tablespoons liquid measurementTHE RIGHT TEMPERATURE/
PREHEATTemperature is an important consideration throughout the entire process of mixing,
kneading, rising, and baking bread. Someone baking by hand attempts to control the
temperature of the environs for every step, adding water of a certain temperature, mixing the
dough in one area of the kitchen, moving it to another spot to rise, perhaps moving it again, and,
finally, setting the oven at just the right temperature for baking. The bread machine has been
designed to create just the right environment for each step in the process. The first step, an
important one, is to properly activate the yeast, which is the primary leavener in most
breads.Yeast is a living organism and very sensitive to temperature. When it has been properly
activated, it remains alive through the process of constructing the dough and is killed in the heat
of baking. Yeast needs moisture, food, and an environment between 75° and 100°F to become
active. Under ideal conditions, the liquid and the dry ingredients are at the same temperature
before they are mixed together. This is what the Preheat portion of the cycle, a feature of many
bread machines, accomplishes.Since the bread machine has been carefully programmed to
control the conditions inside of it, you should not have to do any adjusting to the dough or
environs. But the machine is not sealed off from its surroundings, so extreme temperatures or
humidity can affect the contents of, and effectiveness of, the bread machine. You may find
yourself sympathetic to the hand baker’s plight. Pay attention to the weather. Since dough is
more active when it is warm and humid, add cooler liquid to slow the yeast action; I often use
cool water on very hot baking days. Just as many bakers do not bake in extremely high
temperatures, it is probably best not to bake in your bread machine under such conditions either.
For the best results from your machine, begin with room temperature ingredients. Make sure any
extra ingredients, like sautéed onions or toasted nuts, are cooled to room temperature before
they are added. Beginning with all the ingredients at room temperature contributes to the proper
consistency of the dough ball and to optimum rising.The Basic Steps of Bread Machine
BakingWhat you, the baker, must do:• Select a recipe• Assemble the equipment and ingredients
on your workspace• Measure the raw ingredients into the bread pan• Program the control panel
and press Start to begin the process in the machine• Check the dough consistency and adjust if
necessaryWhat occurs inside the machine:• Mixing of the dough• Kneading• First rise• Deflation
of the dough/Punch Down• Second rise• Deflation of the dough/Shape• Third rise• Baking•
Bread is kept warm or cooledMIXING THE INGREDIENTS/MIX AND KNEAD 1When baking
without the use of a bread machine, the mixing—the combining of liquid and dry ingredients—
may be done by hand, using the dough hook of an electric mixer, or by a food processor. The



bread machine has a slow clockwise rhythm that blends the dough properly, turning for about
three minutes (if the blade was turning more vigorously at this point, flour would be flying up
against the lid and over the sides onto the heating element). The yeast gets distributed and
moistened during this mixing. The gluten in the flour begins to be moistened by the liquids, and
all the ingredients become evenly distributed. The dough can look anywhere from batterlike to
dry and crumbly at this point, depending on the recipe, and there may be lots of lumpy,
unincorporated bits of flour in the corners of the pan; this is okay. In the center of the mass,
around the blade, there will be the beginnings of a dough ball coming together. I often look in at
the dough during this step and scrape down the sides if there is a lot of flour in the corners of the
pan. The mixing and kneading mechanism of the machine is very carefully engineered. There
seems to me to be no great difference in the texture or flavor of loaf-style breads made in the
bread machine from breads made by other appliance-aided means. In bread machine baking,
the initial knead, Knead 1, is more or less an extension of Mix. It is not until Knead 2 that the
kneading blade begins to rotate very fast.This step in the machine is also part of the process
used for constructing starters for country-style breads.KNEADING THE DOUGH/KNEAD
2Kneading, in the machine or by hand, is the step of the baking process that thoroughly mixes
the ingredients, distributes the yeast, and strengthens the moistened gluten strands to a springy
elasticity. It is a continuation of the mixing process. Kneading incorporates fresh oxygen into the
dough, which is important to the rising and to the finished shape of the loaf. Hand kneading is a
set of pressing, pushing, and folding physical motions that transform a dough from a rough,
shaggy mass to a soft and smoothly pliable dough. The kneading paddle in the bottom of the
baking pan has an action that simulates hand kneading. But bread machine doughs do call for
high-gluten bread flour, which is especially suited to machine mixing. The action of the
mechanical kneading produces more friction than kneading by hand, very slightly warming the
dough.During kneading, the proteins in wheat flour, called gluten, become a meshwork of
stretchy strands as they are worked, creating the structure that is strong enough and absolutely
necessary to contain the expanding gases that are the by-products of the yeast’s reproduction.
After rising these strong gluten fibers will create a soft, firm, honeycomb pattern in cut slices of
baked bread. The mechanical action of the blade accomplishes this gluten development
automatically. The blade moves faster in Knead 2 than in Knead 1, and alternates clockwise and
counterclockwise directions. With a slow rhythm it turns the dough and allows the dough ball to
pick up the extra dry bits accumulated in the pan. This action is excellent for forming a dough
since it accurately simulates mixing by hand. During this knead, the dough will slowly evolve into
a smooth ball with tiny blisters forming just under the skin.As the dough is worked, liquid is
absorbed by the flour particles, and the dough becomes more compact. If you look inside the
machine, the dough ball will clear the sides of the pan and look small in comparison to the
volume of the pan. The top surface will be smooth.Five to seven minutes into Knead 2, the
dough will be far enough along to be able to tell whether it is too dry or too wet. Those baking by
hand feel the consistency of the dough under their fingers and make allowances, adding more



liquid or more flour, as they go along. You will need to open the lid of the machine in order to
assess the dough. (You can set a kitchen timer to remind you when to check.) Open the lid, and,
taking care to avoid the moving kneading blade, poke the dough ball with your finger to feel the
consistency. Look for a springy, soft feel in white doughs and a very soft, almost loose feel in
country bread doughs. Whole wheat and rye doughs tend to be denser, wetter, and tackier to the
touch than white doughs. The level of humidity, the amount of moisture in the flour, and the
amount of initial beating are all variables that may have affected the dough by this time. Every
batch of dough is unique in the exact amount of flour used. Individual recipes will specify the
proper consistency of the dough ball when necessary.Now adjust the dough consistency, if
necessary, by adding more flour or more liquid. Remember that a little goes a long way in this
medium. Sprinkle the flour down the sides of the pan and let the dough ball pick it up, or dribble
liquid, only 1 teaspoon at a time, onto the top of the dough ball. If an adjustment is necessary
(most of the time it shouldn’t be) the amount of flour or liquid to be incorporated at this point will
vary. It is important not to add too much of either, and to give any additions time to be kneaded in
before reassessing the consistency of the dough. Remember, too, that more flour will be
absorbed into the body of the dough during the rising process. Just as is necessary when
kneading by hand, this is also the time to make sure the dough is uniformly moist throughout. If
there are dry bits collected on the bottom of the pan and wet dough on the top of the dough ball,
I use my plastic spatula to push the bits into the center so the dough ball can pick them up as it
journeys around the pan with the action of the blade.The dough ball changes a lot during the
kneading cycle. What it looks like in the first ten minutes of being worked is not at all what it will
look like when it is almost done. When baked, a standard loaf will smooth out and be springy. Be
patient and let the machine do its work. I find a dough ball can change as many as three or four
times during Knead 2. You will now have a dough ready to be “fermented,” or “proofed,” during
the rises.RISING THE DOUGH/RISE 1 AND RISE 2Rising, also known as proofing, is a period
of rest that allows the gluten to become smooth and elastic through a process of fermentation.
During this stage, an amazing transformation takes place—a firm, heavy dough ball changes
into a puffy mass that increases in size. To carry out this step, bakers working by hand would
grease their dough and its bowl at this point, cover it loosely with plastic wrap or with a damp
cloth, set it in a warm place, and leave it alone to rest. The nonstick coating of the bread pan
eliminates the need for greasing, and the closed, warm environment keeps the surface of the
dough from drying out.It is difficult to predict how high a dough will rise during the rising phases,
as it will depend on the temperature of the dough after Knead 2, the amount of yeast used, and
general atmospheric conditions. Usually on Rise 1, the dough ball will expand only slightly. In
Rise 2, it can increase as much as two to three times in bulk. As the dough rises, the gluten
mesh network is trapping the expanding gases. Whole grain breads and sweet doughs high in
fat, sugar, or fruit take longer than lean white-flour doughs to rise. Generally, a dough will take
one to two hours to rise to the classic “doubled in bulk” stage, filling the pan half to two-thirds full,
and this rising occurs in stages. The temperature inside the machine is about 82°F during the



rising phases, known as Rise 1 and Rise 2. Rise 1 and Rise 2 are separated by a Punch Down
(see following).The enclosed environment of the bread machine, which has accumulated
warmth from the action of the machine and holds the moisture from the dough, is, at this point, a
perfect medium for rising. The environment is cozy and warm, and free from the drafts that can
cause a dough outside the machine to rise slowly and unevenly. The bread machine is its own
miniature proofing box, achieving the very important conditions professional bakers must create.
Nonetheless, it is okay to open the lid and peek! The dough will look more moist during this
rising period than it did during the kneading. Often it is sticky, but it absorbs this extra moisture
during Rise 2.Don’t even consider rushing your bread through the rising phases. Be patient.
(This is, by the way, where time is cut for the Quick Yeast Bread and One Hour cycles.) A longer
rise always makes for a tastier loaf. For dense whole-grain doughs, bakers often will reset their
machines for one more rise.PUNCH DOWNBakers baking by hand use volume, rather than
time, as a measure for when to deflate the dough. They deflate the dough for the first time when
it has doubled in bulk. The machine, with its more controlled and predictable rising environment,
punches down the dough using time, rather than bulk, as its cue. Because the Punch Down
phase is timed, different doughs will be in various stages of rising when punch downs occur. The
first deflation happens halfway through the composite of all the rising periods, separating Rise 1
from Rise 2, and the second deflation occurs 80 percent through the total rising time, separating
Rise 2 and Rise 3 (the dough will reach its full rising capacity in Rise 3). Punch downs are
necessary to release the trapped carbon dioxide from the dough. The action of the machine’s
blade, a few turns lasting less than ten seconds, is all that is needed to deflate the dough. (This
time varies by machine—for example, Regal’s Punch Down is just three spins in five seconds at
the same speed as Knead 1.) I don’t really like the term “punch down,” since it has a violent
connotation and the dough really is deflated gently. No more kneading is required at this point,
as it would reactivate the gluten strands and give the dough an undesirable tight tension. A
relaxed dough is able to rise smoothly and easily.If the dough is sitting off to one side of the pan
after the Punch Down, I pull it into the middle and center it over the blade to avoid a lopsided
baked loaf later.SHAPE/RISE 3After the second punch down, which lasts a few seconds longer
than the first one, is a third and last rise, after which the loaf is baked. At the end of this rise, the
risen dough usually fills the bread pan to its capacity. If the bread were being made by hand, the
second punch down would occur as the dough was removed from the container in which it had
been rising and pulled or twisted into a loaf shape. It would then be placed in a bread pan, where
it would remain, rising, until time for baking. As the dough rises, it takes the shape of the bread
pan, which is why this step is called Shape. You will see this happening to your bread as it rises
inside the machine.Usually during this phase, the dough gradually and magically fills the entire
pan to just under the rim. Don’t worry if the dough is still somewhat low in the pan as this rise
nears its end, unless it is like a soft rock. It will rise considerably during baking. If your dough
rises higher than the edge of the pan during this phase, or is puffed over the rim of the pan when
Rise 3 is nearing the end, open the lid and pierce the top gently with a toothpick or use your



fingers to gently deflate it. It will lower slightly, and this should prevent it from possibly baking
over the top of the pan, collapsing, or spilling onto the heating element. The temperature during
this rise is about 100°F.BAKEThe proper temperature provides the heat necessary for the best
oven spring, or the final push of the dough when it increases in size and the gluten strands
stretch to contain the last of the yeast’s gases. As the dough bakes, it can increase in volume by
as much as a full third. Because of the warm environment during the rising, the bread machine is
basically preheated. Each model bakes its cycles at different temperatures, lower than a home
oven, but hot enough to bake the bread efficiently and evenly. The temperatures range from 254°
to 300°F, with the Sweet Bread cycle the lowest, the Basic cycle in the middle range, and the
French Bread cycle the highest. Baking times vary according to the loaf size and choice of
cycle.There is a lot happening during baking. Evaporation of moisture occurs; you will see steam
coming out of the top vent. One pound of raw dough loses about 11/2 to 2 ounces of moisture
during baking. The starch begins to swell at 130°F, transferring moisture. The heat stops the
yeast from reproducing at 140°F and coagulates the proteins in the gluten at 165°F. Forming the
structure of the loaf by setting the starches, a process called gelatinization, begins at about
150°F. The alcohol by-products of the yeast evaporate at 175°F, creating steam and trapping
some of the by-products in the baked dough. There is the smell of evaporating alcohol. Fats melt
into the dough and the starch changes into dextrins to create a brown crust. Moisture evaporates
from the surface and the heat changes the chemical components of the starches, milk, and
eggs. Sugar in the dough will make for a darker crust as it caramelizes in the heat.If the loaves
are too heavy and dense before baking, the baked loaf will be small and compact. If there is too
much liquid or yeast in the dough, the bread will collapse when the gluten strands break during
baking. A beautiful baked loaf of bread has a golden color to its crust and sounds hollow when it
is tapped. Breads are thoroughly baked at 190° to 200°F on an instant read thermometer. You
can check the temperature at the end of baking if you are not sure by sight whether the loaf is
done. A loaf has not completely finished baking until it is completely cool and all of the internal
moisture has evaporated. Bread Machine Baker’s Hint: Tips for Keeping Bread FreshIdeally, you
will eat your bread the day it is made. Once you break the crust, the inner crumb is exposed to
air and begins to stale. You want to keep the crust crisp and the inside soft for as long as
possible. Starter and sourdough breads keep the longest. Any added fat will help bread stay
fresh a day longer. Breads that include dairy products need to be refrigerated.• Eat a freshly
made loaf within a few hours of baking. It will taste best within 24 hours.• Slice the bread as you
eat it, rather than slicing the entire loaf as soon as it is cool.• Store bread in a bread box, bread
drawer, brown paper bag, or perforated plastic bag to allow air to circulate. Plastic is best for
breads with lots of fat and a soft crust. Storing bread in the refrigerator makes it stale quicker.•
Leave the loaf unwrapped and place it cut side down on a bread board.• Cut the loaf in half. Eat
one half and freeze the other half.• Slice the entire loaf, then store it in the freezer. Remove as
many slices as you need at one time and either thaw them in the microwave or toast
them.COOLING/COOL DOWNMost bread machine models enter into a Cool Down period to



remove the warm, moist air at the end of baking; some even have a steam-injected hour-long
Keep Warm period. To avoid a gummy, soggy interior, remove a loaf as soon as the timer sounds
that the baking is done. In some models, the kneading blade sticks in the bottom of the loaf; in
others it stays in the pan due to its position. Sometimes a shake will dislodge the blade; other
times it is lodged in the loaf rather tightly. (See step 12 of the Homestyle White Bread recipe, for
information on dislodging the kneading blade.)If you are having trouble getting a loaf out of the
pan, or if you know you have an exceptionally delicate loaf, turn off the machine, unplug it, and
open the lid. Let the loaf sit in the machine with the lid open for five to ten minutes. It will shrink
from the sides of the pan as it cools, and should become easy to turn out.The delicate texture
and rich flavor of bread is at its best when it has had a chance to cool completely. Technically,
bread has not finished baking until it is cool and the excess moisture has evaporated from the
inside out. The crust of your bread will soften as it cools. Cool a loaf on a rack so that air can
circulate all around it, before slicing it. You will ruin a loaf if you cut into it too soon. To slice bread,
use a serrated bread knife, designed to slice without squashing or tearing the loaf. French
breads and rolls are best eaten cooled to room temperature; richer whole-grain and cakelike
breads should be cooled completely and then reheated.Learning RecipesWhile all the recipes in
this book are written with clear directions, there are a lot of little details to making an electronic
bread machine do what it does best—operate properly at the touch of a button and make a good
loaf of bread by mixing, kneading, and baking within the machine. I have developed these first
three recipes with expanded instructions as a guide to using the machine, and to familiarize you
with three common techniques. The Homestyle White Bread is a standard—also called simple
or straight—dough that uses the most basic bread machine procedure. Shepherd’s Bread is an
overnight sponge bread in which a small portion of flour and liquid are mixed and left to sit
overnight and ferment (forming the sponge) before the rest of the ingredients are added to make
a dough. (You will become more familiar with this type of baking in the Country Breads section of
the Traditional Loaves chapter.) Whole Wheat Cuban Bread, made overnight using the Delay
Timer, will be ever-so-slightly more coarse and chewy than the Homestyle White Bread because
it is made entirely with water rather than milk.The straight dough and sponge dough are the
basic techniques that will be used throughout this book, but each recipe will have specific
instructions. These recipes produce loaves that are perfect for, but not exclusively for, beginners.
Though the ingredients are basic, picture-perfect loaves will emerge from the pan: deep brown
hairline crusts, domed tops, evenly browned sides. Once you become familiar with these
recipes, the whole process of loading and baking in your bread machine will become as easy as
popping the lid to check your dough. Technique: Mise en PlaceA professional culinary technique
known as mise en place, simply “everything in its place,” is important for excellent, efficient
baking. It is one of the first disciplines an apprentice learns in a French-style kitchen. This means
that all the basic ingredients and equipment necessary for preparing your loaf of bread are
assembled and within easy access on your workstation. The initial preparation of ingredients,
like toasting nuts or chopping fruit, is done, and all you have left to do is combine the ingredients



in the bread pan. Because bread machine baking is an exact art, the practice of mise en place
ensures that you are organized and focused, in order to make the best possible loaf of
bread.Your First Loaf:HOMESTYLE WHITE BREADThis style of constructing a dough is known
as the plain, direct, or straight dough method. The majority of the loaves in this book are made in
this manner. All of the raw ingredients are combined at the same time to make a malleable
dough ball. Since bread machine recipes call for a type of yeast that is able to be incorporated
into the dry ingredients without being dissolved first in water, it is a variation of the rapid-mix
method that became popular with electric mixing. This recipe produces a bread that has an
attractive crust, a medium-textured crumb with an appealing cream color, and a rich flavor and
aroma.11/2-POUND LOAF11/8 cups water1 tablespoon honey2 tablespoons unsalted butter,
cut into pieces3 cups bread flour2 tablespoons nonfat dry milk1 tablespoon toasted wheat germ,
optional1 tablespoon sugar1 tablespoon gluten11/2 teaspoons salt2 teaspoons SAF yeast or
21/2 teaspoons bread machine yeast2-POUND LOAF11/2 cups water11/2 tablespoons
honey21/2 tablespoons unsalted butter, cut into pieces4 cups bread flour3 tablespoons nonfat
dry milk2 tablespoons toasted wheat germ, optional11/2 tablespoons sugar1 tablespoon plus 1
teaspoon gluten2 teaspoons salt21/2 teaspoons SAF yeast or 1 tablespoon bread machine
yeast1 Place the bread machine on a counter that is outside of main kitchen activity, with plenty
of room above to open the lid. Make sure there is room around the machine to use as a work
area, and so that steam can freely evaporate from the machine’s vents.2 Read the recipe,
choose the size of loaf you will make, and assemble your ingredients on the work area. For this
recipe, this would mean your measuring cups and spoons, butter which you have cut into
pieces, bread flour, nonfat dry milk, sugar, gluten, salt, and bread machine yeast. Measure out
the water. Let the ingredients, including the liquids, come to room temperature. Fluff your flour to
aerate it by stirring it with the handle of a large spoon. (If your recipe called for extras, such as
nuts or raisins, you would want to toss them with a bit of flour and have them ready too.)3 Take
the bread pan out of the oven area of the machine and place it on the counter. Mount the
kneading blade(s) on the clean shaft and be sure it is in place correctly.4 Check your
manufacturer’s manual or see the chart shown here to be certain of the sequence for adding
ingredients to your machine. Most machines require the liquids to be added first, then the dry
ingredients, and then the yeast, so that is the order in which the ingredients are given for the
recipes in this book. (The ingredients are also grouped according to liquid, dry, and yeast, so it is
easy to change the order if your machine calls for the dry ingredients first. Simply switch around
the categories.) Once you have determined the proper order for your machine, follow steps 5, 6,
and 7 according to it.5 Pour the water you have measured into the pan. If you are using a Welbilt
machine, add 2 additional tablespoons of liquid. Add the honey and room-temperature butter
pieces (the size of the pieces is not important), dropping them right into the water; they will be
distributed into the dough with the action of the kneading blade.6 Measure and add the dry
ingredients, in the order they are given, adding the exact amount of flour, powdered dry milk,
wheat germ if you are using it, sugar, gluten, (seasonings, if they had been in this recipe), and



salt. Do not add the yeast yet. Don’t worry about mixing anything; just pour the ingredients in.7
Measure and add the yeast on top of the other ingredients (or into the yeast dispenser after you
close the lid in Step 8, if your machine so requires). While machine manuals usually make the
point that you don’t want the yeast and salt to touch (salt inhibits the action of the yeast), if you
will not be setting the Delay Timer, it doesn’t matter what touches what; it will all be mixing in a
matter of minutes anyway. Wipe clean the edge of the pan around the rim.8 Replace the bread
pan in the machine and click it into place on the bottom of the oven floor. Fold down the handle,
close the lid, and plug in the machine. The display surface will light up and there will be a beep.9
Program the bread machine for the cycle appropriate to the type of bread you are making. In this
case, the desired cycle is Basic. With some machines, choosing the cycle is as simple as
pressing the button labeled with the name of the cycle you want; consult your owner’s manual for
the clearest instructions for programming your machine.If applicable, press the loaf control
button and select the size loaf. Press the setting for the desired crust color. Use the medium
setting the first time you make this loaf. You can adjust this setting the next time you make it, if
need be. (If you were using a recipe that called for extras, and if your machine has a dispenser,
you would place the extras in there, and then press the Extras button as you were programming
the machine.)10 Push the On or Start button to begin the cycle, which starts with Mix and Knead
1. Clean up the work area, leaving on hand the measuring spoons, some flour, and some water.
Place a long, narrow plastic spatula at the ready for testing the dough.11 During the first 5 to 10
minutes of Knead 2, open the lid and check the consistency of the dough, even if this is not
stated in the manufacturer’s manual. Every loaf is different and you need to adjust and repair the
dough as needed. (Some bakers regularly withhold 2 to 3 tablespoons of the total amount of
flour so they can add it slowly into the dough ball, so they have better control of the consistency.)
Pop open the lid and, using the spatula, push the dough around, checking in the corners to
make sure all the ingredients are incorporated into the dough ball. Some machines stop when
you open the lid, others keep running. If the machine is running, you need to exercise caution to
avoid the moving kneading blade, but you will become comfortable with this. Use your fingers to
touch and press the dough. If the dough is wet and sticks to the sides and bottom of the pan,
sprinkle in some flour, 1 tablespoon at a time, while the machine is kneading (be careful not to
splash flour over the sides of the baking pan rim and onto the element because you will smell it
burning later during the baking) until the dough forms a ball that is smooth and firm, yet soft and
springy to the touch. If it looks like a batter, you can add up to 1/4 cup of extra flour. If the dough
is very firm and dry looking, perhaps lumpy and not holding together, or even if it is a dry ball
rolling around in the pan, add water 1 teaspoon at a time until the dough softens up a bit. The
humidity of the climate where you live will affect the amount of additional flour or water you need.
This is a very important step!Just before or during Knead 2, your machine may beep. This is to
alert you to add any extra ingredients. This recipe doesn’t call for any, but if you were adding nuts
and raisins you would open the lid and sprinkle them in. (Some machines don’t beep to signal for
extras; if yours does not, you could just open the lid and add them during the Knead 2 part of the



cycle.) The extras would get incorporated as the dough was kneaded.12 Set a cooling rack on
the counter. When the baking cycle ends, you will hear the beep. Press Stop even if your
machine has automatically gone into the Cool Down/Keep Warm phase. Unplug the machine,
carefully open the lid, and, using heavy oven mitts to hold the handle, carefully remove the pan
by pulling up and out of the hot machine. If your bread pan is thin, set it on the cooling rack and
let it stand for 5 minutes to allow the bread to contract slightly from the sides of the pan before
turning it out. Otherwise remove the bread from the pan immediately by turning the pan upside
down and shaking it a few times to release the loaf. Make sure the handle is out of the way so
the loaf is not damaged by hitting it as it comes out of the pan. If it does not slide right out, run
your rubber spatula around the edges and shake the pan again to dislodge the loaf.Check to see
if the blade has come off the shaft and is still embedded in the bottom of the loaf. If so, remove it
by prying it loose with a bamboo chopstick or the handle of a heat-resistant plastic spatula while
holding the loaf upside down in your oven-mitt-protected other hand. Don’t use any metal
utensils that could scratch this nonstick piece. You can also just let the loaf cool and remove the
blade later. (If you have problems getting the blade out of the bread, next time you make bread,
spray the kneading blade with a vegetable cooking spray before adding the ingredients to the
bread pan.)13 Place the loaf upright on the rack to cool to room temperature before slicing. If you
wish, you can brush the crust all over with melted butter, which will soak in while the bread cools.
(Remember that bread technically does not finish baking until it has cooled and the excess
moisture created during baking is evaporated, so it will slice and taste different when warm than
when cool.)The Next Step—Using a Starter:SHEPHERD’S BREADThe way of constructing a
dough for this Shepherd’s Bread is known as the sponge dough method. It is an old-fashioned
technique used to create a bread with a more rustic texture and crumb, more irregular holes, a
slightly more acidic flavor from developed fermentation, and a slightly thicker crust than bread
made by the plain dough method. While this takes a bit more time, this bread is really loved for
its exceptional flavor.A semi-liquid sponge starter, usually made from about a third of the flour
and water called for in the recipe along with some yeast, can double in volume in thirty to forty-
five minutes, but different recipes call for the sponge to sit for anywhere from two to twelve hours
before adding the rest of the dough ingredients and kneading. This waiting step is comparable to
the first kneading of a plain dough, since the gluten begins to soften and become more supple.
The traditional method for creating full-flavored, long-rising, lean country loaves uses such yeast
starters, prepared the same way as this sponge, but referred to as a biga in Italian bread recipes
and as a poolish in French ones. The longer the starters ferment, the more the flavor develops
and the more irregular the inner crumb will be. Some sponges are allowed to just rise; others to
rise and fall back upon themselves. Salt is never added to a sponge starter, as it inhibits the
growth of the yeast. Breads made by this method also have an increased shelf life, and a starter
is able to give a boost to low-gluten flours, producing light, high loaves.11/2-POUND LOAFFor
the sponge starter:2/3 cup water1 cup bread flour1/4 teaspoon SAF or bread machine yeastFor
the dough:1/2 cup water1 tablespoon sugar1 tablespoon unsalted butter or margarine, cut into



pieces2 cups bread flour1 tablespoon gluten11/2 teaspoons salt11/2 teaspoons SAF yeast or 2
teaspoons bread machine yeast2-POUND LOAFFor the sponge starter:2/3 cup water1 cup
bread flour1/4 teaspoon SAF or bread machine yeastFor the dough:7/8 cup water11/2
tablespoons sugar11/2 tablespoons unsalted butter or margarine, cut into pieces3 cups bread
flour1 tablespoon plus 1 teaspoon gluten2 teaspoons salt13/4 teaspoons SAF yeast or 21/4
teaspoons bread machine yeast1 Place the bread machine on a counter that is outside of main
kitchen activity, with plenty of room above to open the lid. Make sure there is room around the
machine to use as a work area, and so that steam can evaporate freely from the machine’s
vents.2 Read the recipe, choose the size of loaf you will make, and assemble your ingredients
on the work area. For this recipe, this would mean bread flour and bread machine yeast to start.
Measure out the 2/3 cup water you will need for the starter, and let it, as well as the other
ingredients, come to room temperature. Fluff your flour to aerate it by stirring it with the handle of
a large spoon. Also, place a long, narrow plastic spatula within reach.3 Take the bread pan out of
the oven area of the machine and place it on the counter. Mount the kneading blade(s) on the
clean shaft and be sure it is correctly in place.4 Check your manufacturer’s manual or see the
chart shown here to be certain of the sequence for adding ingredients to your machine. (Once
you have determined the proper order for your machine, follow steps 5, 9, and 10 according to
it.)5 To make the starter, pour the 2/3 cup of water you have measured into the pan. Sprinkle with
the bread flour and then with the yeast called for in the starter ingredients. You will fill only a
small portion of the baking pan.6 Replace the pan in the machine and click it into place on the
bottom of the oven floor; fold down the handle, close the lid, and plug in the machine. The
display surface will light up. Program for the Dough setting (see your owner’s manual for
specifics on programming your machine). As the machine starts to mix (this will occur after the
preheat time if your machine has this feature), set a kitchen timer for 10 minutes. After 5 minutes,
open the lid and scrape down the accumulated bits of flour with your plastic spatula. When the
timer rings, press Stop/Reset. Unplug the machine and let the sponge starter sit in the bread
machine, with the lid closed, for 4 hours.7 About half an hour before the time is complete for the
sponge, assemble the dough ingredients on your work area. This would include sugar, unsalted
butter or margarine cut into pieces, bread flour, gluten, salt, and bread machine yeast. Measure
out the amount of water called for in the recipe, and let all the ingredients sit to come to room
temperature.8 When 4 hours are up, open the bread machine lid; the sponge starter will have
swollen and be bubbly, and will have a pleasant fermented smell that will waft up to your nose.
You don’t need to do anything to the sponge. Remove the pan from the machine.9 To make the
dough, add the ingredients as listed for the dough. Place the exact amount of water (reserving 2
tablespoons if your environment is very humid), the sugar, and the butter pieces in the pan on
top of the sponge (here the sugar is added with the liquid ingredients). If you are using a Welbilt
machine, add 2 additional tablespoons of liquid to this recipe. Then add the dry ingredients: the
flour (reserving 2 tablespoons), gluten, and salt, in that order.10 Measure and add the yeast on
top of the dry ingredients (or into the yeast dispenser after you close the lid in Step 11, if your



machine so requires). Wipe the edge of the pan around the rim clean.11 Replace the bread pan
in the machine, and click it into place on the bottom of the oven floor. Fold down the handle,
close the lid, and plug in the machine. The display surface will light up and there will be a
beep.12 Program for the Basic cycle. If applicable, press the loaf control button and select the
size loaf. Press the setting for the desired crust color. Use the medium setting the first time you
make this loaf. (You can adjust it the next time you make it, if need be.)13 Push the On or Start
button to begin the mixing and kneading process. Clean up the work area, leaving the measuring
spoons and the reserved 2 tablespoons of water and of flour. Place a plastic spatula on the
counter for testing the dough.14 During the first 5 to 10 minutes into kneading, open the lid and
check the consistency of the dough. Using the spatula, push the dough around, checking in the
corners to make sure all the ingredients are incorporated into the dough ball. Feel the dough ball
with your fingers. Some machines stop when you open the lid; others keep running. If the
machine is running, you need to exercise caution to avoid the moving kneading blade, but you
will become comfortable with this. Use your fingers to touch and press the dough. It should form
a smooth, elastic dough ball. If the dough is sticking to the sides and bottom of the pan, sprinkle
in more flour, 1 tablespoon at a time, while the machine is kneading. If it is lumpy and not holding
together, add more water, 1 teaspoon at a time. This is a very important step!15 The machine
will do the rest of the work. It is okay to lift the lid and look inside during the entire kneading and
initial rising phases (even if you have a viewing window, it may fog up), just leave the machine
alone during Rise 3 and Bake. You will notice that this dough has a stronger yeasty aroma than a
straight dough.16 Set a cooling rack on the counter. When the baking cycle ends, you will hear
the beep. Press Stop/Reset if your machine has automatically gone into a Cool Down/Keep
Warm mode, unplug the machine, and, using heavy oven mitts to hold the handle, carefully
remove the pan by pulling it up and out of the hot machine. If your bread pan is thin, set it on the
cooling rack and let it stand for 5 minutes to allow the bread to contract slightly from the sides of
the pan. Otherwise, remove the bread from the pan immediately by turning the pan upside down
and shaking it a few times to release the loaf. Make sure the handle is out of the way so the loaf
is not damaged by hitting it as it comes out of the pan. If it does not slide right out, run your
rubber spatula around the edges and shake the pan again to dislodge the loaf. If the blade
comes off the shaft with the loaf and is still embedded in the bottom of it, remove it by prying it
loose with a bamboo chopstick or the handle of a heat-resistant plastic spatula.17 Place the loaf
upright on the rack to cool to room temperature before slicing. (Remember that bread technically
does not finish baking until it has cooled and the excess moisture created during baking is
evaporated, so it will slice and taste different when warm than when cool.)Delay Timer:WHOLE
WHEAT CUBAN BREADWhole Wheat Cuban Bread is a simple straight dough, made here
using the Delay Timer, which means that you set the machine’s timer to begin the bread-making
process fifteen to twenty-four hours (it varies by manufacturer) before you want to have a fresh-
baked loaf. You can have fresh bread ready when you wake up in the morning or when you get
home from work in the evening. This is convenience at its best. Although the machine can be



programmed to bake as long as twenty-four hours after the ingredients are loaded, it is important
to note that the shorter the amount of time the ingredients sit in the pan before mixing, the better
the bread. The ingredients do interact on a slow basis while they sit in the pan, so a loaf made
this way may not have as much volume as the same recipe made on the Basic cycle
immediately after loading.It is important to add the salt right after the liquid ingredients when
using the Delay Timer, a precaution that keeps the salt and yeast separated from each other, as
the salt can inhibit the action of the yeast.This adaptation of Cuban Bread, made with part whole
wheat flour, is easy and delicious.11/2-POUND LOAF11/4 cups water11/2 teaspoons salt13/4
cups bread flour11/2 cups whole wheat flour11/2 tablespoons gluten1 tablespoon sugar21/4
teaspoons SAF yeast or 23/4 teaspoons bread machine yeast2-POUND LOAF11/2 cups water2
teaspoons salt2 cups bread flour21/3 cups whole wheat flour2 tablespoons gluten1 tablespoon
plus 1 teaspoon sugar21/2 teaspoons SAF yeast or 1 tablespoon bread machine yeast1 Place
the machine on a counter that is outside of main kitchen activity, with plenty of room above to
open the lid. Make sure there is room around the machine to use as a work area, and so that
steam can evaporate from the machine’s vents.2 When using the Delay Timer, I usually choose
a recipe I have made successfully before so that I don’t have to worry about making any
adjustments to the dough ball during kneading. Do not use a recipe that calls for any fresh
ingredients, such as eggs, milk, butter, cottage cheese, or meats (raw or cooked), including fish.
Read the recipe, choose the size of loaf you will make, and assemble your ingredients on the
work area. Measure out the water. Fluff your flour to aerate it by stirring it with the handle of a
large spoon.3 Take the bread pan out of the oven area of the machine and place it on the
counter. Mount the kneading blade(s) on the clean shaft and be sure it is correctly in place.4
Check your manufacturer’s manual or the chart shown here to be certain of the sequence
necessary for adding the ingredients to your machine. (Once you have determined the proper
order for your machine, follow steps 5 and 6 according to it.)5 Pour the water you have
measured into the pan. If you are using a Welbilt machine, add 2 additional tablespoons of water.
Add the salt. Measure and add the rest of the dry ingredients to the liquid. Don’t worry about
mixing anything, just add the ingredients one at a time: bread flour, whole wheat flour, gluten,
and sugar.6 Make a small indentation in the top of the dry ingredients. Measure the yeast and
add it to the pan, dropping it into the depression (or place it in the yeast dispenser after you
close the lid in step 7, if your machine requires it), taking care not to let the yeast touch any of
the liquid. The salt and yeast should not come in contact when using the Delayed Timer (this
type of layering will prevent that). Wipe clean the edge of the pan around the rim.7 Replace the
bread pan in the machine and click it into place in the bottom of the oven floor. Fold down the
handle, close the lid, and plug in the machine. The display surface will light up and there will be a
beep.8 Program the bread machine for the cycle appropriate to the type of bread you are
making. In this case, the desired cycles are Basic or French Bread. Consult your owner’s manual
for the clearest instructions for programming your machine.If applicable, press the loaf control
button and select the size loaf. Press the setting for the desired crust color. Choose medium for



this loaf.9 The total time for the cycle you have chosen—Basic or French Bread, about 31/2 to 4
hours—will come up on the display. Check your manufacturer’s manual to see how far ahead
you can program the Delay Timer. Figure out what time you want to have the finished bread. For
example, say you want fresh bread ready at 5:00 P.M. to eat for dinner. You are setting up the
machine at 8:00 A.M. before you leave for work. You must do some math here. It is 9 hours until
you want the bread to be finished baking.10 There are two Timer buttons, one ascending and
one descending. Each push of the button will increase or decrease the amount of time
programmed by a certain interval, 10 minutes or 20 minutes, for example. Continue pressing the
ascending Timer button until you see the amount of time you want displayed on the screen, 9
hours. (Continually pressing a button will cause the increments to register very quickly, like when
you set your bedside digital clock.) If you press the ascending button too many times, you can
correct the time by pressing the descending Timer button, which will subtract time. When you
finish, the display should read 9:00, or 9 hours, which includes the time for mixing, rising, and
baking the bread.11 Press the On or Start button to begin the Timer. The colon (:) on the screen
will flash to indicate that the Delay Timer is in progress. You can look at the display any time of
the day and see the countdown. Clean up the work area. If you have made a mistake or decide
to bake the bread at a different time, press and hold Stop/Reset. This will clear everything that
you have programmed, and you can start all over again.12 Set a cooling rack on the counter.
When the baking cycle ends, the machine will automatically go into a Keep Warm/Cool Down
phase in case you can’t remove the bread from the pan immediately.When you are ready to
remove the bread from the pan, press Stop and unplug the machine. Carefully open the lid.
Using heavy oven mitts to hold the handle, remove the pan by pulling it up and out of the hot
machine. If your bread pan is thin, set it on the cooling rack and let it stand for 5 minutes to allow
the bread to contract slightly from the sides of the pan before turning out the bread. Otherwise,
remove the bread from the pan immediately by turning the pan upside down and shaking it a few
times to release the loaf. Make sure the handle is out of the way so the loaf is not damaged by
hitting it as it comes out of the pan. Check to see whether the kneading blade has come off the
shaft and is still embedded in the loaf.13 Place the loaf upright on the rack to cool to room
temperature before slicing.High-Altitude BakingIf you have tried to bake with a bread machine at
altitudes over 3,000 feet above sea level, you will know that it can either go just as planned, or
you can experience a lot of frustration making adjustments to try to get a nice loaf of bread from
the bread machine. The higher you go, the more compressed the air is, so flour tends to dry out
and will absorb more liquid. Store your flour in airtight plastic containers, in the refrigerator if
possible. You will probably have to add a tablespoon or two more liquid when you check the
dough ball. Consider adding on a third or even a fourth rising period if you are still having
problems with the texture and your machine is capable of this type of programming.Dough will
usually rise more rapidly at higher altitudes. The higher you go, the faster the fermentation is.
Leavening carbon dioxide gases are able to expand faster due to the thinner air, and rising time
will decrease up to half. Compensate for this by reducing the sugar and yeast to slow the action



of the yeast. This prevents over-rising and possible collapse of the dough, and gives the dough
more time to develop the proper texture and flavor. Some people add a bit more salt, 10 to 25
percent, to control the yeast, rather than cutting back on the yeast. No temperature adjustment
of liquids is necessary. Also, add some more gluten; it will give strength to the dough. If you are
baking in the oven, temperatures should be increased by 25°F to compensate for faster rising in
the oven and slower heating. Usually some combination of all these measures is necessary for
producing a good loaf of bread.The chart shown here will serve as a guideline for these
adjustments when making yeast, sourdough, or quick breads. Be sure to make notes on your
recipes about the adjustments you make, for future reference.AdjustmentAltitude 3,000
feet5,000 feet7,000–8,000 feetIncrease liquid.For each cup liquid,increase by1–2 tablespoons2–
3 tablespoons3–4 tablespoonsIncrease gluten.For each cup flour,increase by1–2 teaspoons2–3
teaspoons3–4 teaspoonsReduce yeast.For each teaspoon yeast,decrease by1/8 teaspoon1/8–
1/4 teaspoon1/4–1/3 teaspoonReduce sugar.For each cup sugar,decrease by1–3 teaspoons1–2
tablespoons2–3 tablespoonsReduce baking powder.For each teaspoon baking
powder,decrease by1/8 teaspoon1/8–1/4 teaspoon1/4–1/3 teaspoon Increase oven temperature
by 25°F.What Can Go Wrong and How to Fix ItKnowing how to fix problems that arise is part of
becoming a good baker. While every manufacturer’s pamphlet has an in-depth section devoted
to the problems that are specific to their machine, there are a few problems that every bread
machine baker will run into from time to time. I find it helpful to have a short list to quickly refer to
when a loaf comes out looking different than expected and I want to find out why. This is when
you get to play with the chemistry of baking. Remember that these problems are seldom caused
by machine malfunctions. Usually simple adjustments can be made to fix them. Here is a list of
the most common problems I have encountered, with a number of possible causes and
solutions listed for each. If I encounter the problem with a certain recipe, I often note the
adjustment that solved it right on the recipe for future reference.Shaggy, unmanageable dough
ball: Too much flour.• This dough has too much flour, but you may be able to save it. Add liquid in
increments until the dough ball is the right consistency.• This dough may not be worth saving.
Press Stop to cancel the program and discard the dough. Make the recipe over again from the
beginning.• This dough had too much flour. Next time you make it, hold back 2 to 3 tablespoons
of the flour called for and add it slowly, only as needed, during the kneading.Wet, slick dough:
Too much liquid or the dough was made on a humid day.• The bread had too much liquid. Cut
back the liquid in the recipe by 2 tablespoons.• The bread was baked in hot, humid weather.
Wait until a cooler, drier day to bake again.Loaf is too dense: Insufficient leavening for the mass
of dough.• Used all-purpose flour instead of high-gluten bread flour. Try using bread flour next
time.• Used too much of a dark spice, such as ground cinnamon, that inhibits the yeast. Next
time cut back on the amount of dark spices used. See here for more information.• Flour was
packed too densely during measuring. Next time aerate your flour before measuring by stirring it
with the handle of a wooden spoon or pouring it from a large spoon into the measuring cup.•
Loaf had a high percentage of whole grain flour. Next time add more gluten or use some bread



flour.• Too many added ingredients, such as nuts, dried fruit, or cheese. Next time cut back on
the amount of these ingredients.• Ingredients were too cold when they were mixed. Allow
ingredients to come to room temperature before putting them in the bread pan.• If you are not
sure what caused the dense loaf: Add 1 to 2 teaspoons more gluten or add 1/2 to 1 teaspoon
more yeast or add 2 tablespoons more liquid next time you bake the bread.Pale loaf: The bread
is underbaked.• The loaf needs more baking time. Clear the cycle and program for the Bake
Only cycle. Select a temperature between 325° and 350°F, and select the amount of extra time,
5 to 15 minutes. Or, remove the loaf from the bread pan and place it in the oven, preheated to
325° or 350°F, until the bread is finished baking.Sunken top: Known as crater bread, this
happens when there is too much liquid in the recipe, making the dough overly heavy for the
amount of leavening.• The loaf needed more flour. Increase the flour in increments from 2 to 6
tablespoons next time you make this bread.• There was too much sugar in the loaf. Next time cut
back.• You are baking at a high altitude. You will need to reduce the sugar and yeast a bit, add a
bit more salt, add some more gluten, or try a combination of these measures. See here to here
for more information about high altitude baking.• You forgot to add the salt. This important
ingredient regulates the yeast; try the recipe again, adding the amount of salt called for.• Loaf is
over-risen. Next time use the Quick Yeast Bread cycle.• The loaf needed more gluten. Next time
add more gluten to help the loaf hold its shape.• The loaf was left in the machine too long on the
Keep Warm part of the cycle. Next time remove the loaf from the machine as soon as the beep
sounds that the baking has ended.• The loaf had too much yeast. Next time decrease the yeast
by 1/2 teaspoon.Collapsed top and sides: Too much yeast working too fast, and too much
liquid.• You can try one of the following solutions: Decrease the liquid by 1 tablespoon the next
time you bake, or decrease the yeast by a quarter of the amount called for, or decrease the fat or
the sugar in the recipe by half.Gnarled loaves or the machine sounds like it is straining during
kneading: Too much flour; the blade cannot knead effectively.• Too much flour was used for the
loaf. Reduce the amount of flour by 2 tablespoons next time.Squat, domed loaf: Too much flour.•
There was too much flour in the loaf. Reduce the flour by 1/2 cup the next time you make the
recipe and add the flour in increments of 1 tablespoon until the dough ball is the right
consistency.• Loaf needed more liquid. Next time add liquid in increments of 1 tablespoon until
the dough ball is the right consistency.• Loaf needed more yeast. Increase the yeast by a quarter
of the amount called for.Lopsided loaf: The dough was on one side of the pan during the rises.•
The dough ball was not in the center of the pan. Next time check the dough ball during rising. If
you see it sitting to one side, pick it up (carefully, so as not to remove the blade with it) and set it
in the center on the blade.Loaf balloons up over the rim of the pan like a mushroom and is too
big and light textured: The dough has risen too much.• There was too much yeast. Reduce the
yeast by 1/2 teaspoon next time.• There was too much liquid. Next time, reduce the liquid by 1
tablespoon.• The proportions of the recipe were too large for the size of the baking pan. Reduce
all the quantities in the recipe by one third or one half next time.• The bread was baked on too
warm a day. The baking process is affected by hot surrounding temperatures; bake again on a



cooler day or in the early morning or evening.Bread is not cooked throughout: The dough was
too heavy.• Too large a percentage of whole grain flours was used. Next time use more bread
flour.• Too many heavy, moist ingredients. Next time reduce the amount of cheese, applesauce,
sour cream, dried fruit, or other such ingredients.• The dough needed an extra knead. Next time,
reset the machine after Knead 2 and start the cycle again from the beginning to give the dough
extra kneading time.• There was not enough yeast. Increase the yeast by one fourth of the
amount called for next time you bake the bread.Added ingredients are clumped: When the
extras were added they did not get mixed in completely.• The extras were added too late and did
not get distributed. Next time, add them at the beep or add them during the pause between
Knead 1 and Knead 2.• The extras were too large or too sticky to get distributed. Next time chop
the ingredients smaller and toss them with some flour to separate them.After baking, the loaf
has a long crease down the side that slightly separates from the loaf: There was too much flour
and the loaf did not rise enough.• There was too much flour. Next time reduce the flour by 2
tablespoons.• There was not enough liquid. Add more liquid next time in increments of 1
tablespoon.• The dough needed more rising time. If your machine can be programmed for part
of a cycle, next time you bake press Stop/Reset after Rise 3 and program the machine for an
extra rise. Leftover Bread CookeryI always seem to end up with plenty of leftover bread from
baking in my bread machine, most of which begins to stale in a matter of hours. So what do you
do with leftover bread after you have eaten a multitude of sandwiches and tons of toast? How
much room is there in the freezer? Has every neighbor been given a loaf? A few wayward
crumbs thrown to visiting birds?A loaf of bread can be the handiest staple to have in the
cupboard; there is an entire world of recipes based on the leftover loaf. Many of them are quite
old-fashioned, harking back to the days when no foodstuff went to waste. Besides providing for a
well-stocked pantry of fresh breadcrumbs and croutons, bread provides the base for grilled
sandwiches and French toast, and for a wide variety of beautiful, easy appetizers that can be
topped with savory preparations of meat, fish, vegetables, or cheese. Bread can be floated in
soups; used as breading, stuffing, and binding for meats, poultry, and fish; or used to create a
host of filling desserts. Recipes for some of these creations are spread throughout this book, but
here is an overview of some of the delicious ways you can use up leftover bread.• Fine dry or
coarse fresh breadcrumbs are the best substance for coating meats, eggplant, croquettes, and
cheeses to make a crisp crust after sautéing. These are called “breading” for a reason!• Bread
slices or soaked bread or rolls are used as a filling starch like pasta, or to line casseroles, like a
pastry crust, for savory stratas or sweet bread puddings.• In cubes, chunks, or coarse crumbs,
bread is the main ingredient for meat and vegetable stuffings; for fruit stuffings, as in baked
apples; or to bulk out and bind ingredients, as in meat loaf, meatballs, and crab cakes.• Toasted
fresh breadcrumbs make a great crunchy and attractive topping for roasted vegetables,
casseroles, or spreads, such as macaroni and cheese or deviled crab. They are also used as a
separate ingredient tossed with pasta, topping pizzas, or in potato salad, offering a contrast in
flavor and texture.• Fresh breadcrumbs are mixed with eggs to form a mixture like a savory



breading mixture, and cooked in broth to form a variety of old-fashioned dumplings.•
Breadcrumbs are used as a thickening agent in sauces like the tomato sauce for moussaka and
for skordalia, the wonderful Greek sauce for fish and vegetables made with garlic, nuts, bread,
and olive oil.• Without bread there would be no fondue or Welsh rabbit, made simply of melted
cheeses with bread.• Crostini, or twice-baked breads, are the base for all sorts of warm and cold
canapés.• Crunchy toasts are floated in soups, such as French onion, pan cotto (stale bread is
added to this Tuscan broccoli and potato soup), gazpacho (bread, vinegar, tomatoes, and garlic
pureed together for a cold soup), panada (broth, vegetables, and bread baked until the bread
absorbs the broth, and eaten with a spoon), and pistou (the French vegetable soup with a
crouton coated with pesto on the bottom).• Pita bread can be used for lining the cooking pot
used to steam rice, the way it is done in Middle Eastern kitchens.• Dry breadcrumbs are often
used in place of flour to dust baking pans to keep cakes and cheesecakes from sticking. They
are important in separating layers of strudel or filo dough, as in fruit strudels.• European and
Jewish baking use dry breadcrumbs as a main ingredient in place of flour for cakes and tortes.
Breadcrumbs are often used in steamed puddings and in eastern European hearty rye breads.
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L&D C......, “Is this book worth the $$?. Yes, w book is packed with lots of recipes for your bread
machine, but should you buy it? If I had it to do over again, I wouldn't buy it. Although the recipes
are great, I just wanted basic bread machine recipes. If all you want are basic bread recipes, the
King Arthur Flour website has a wide variety of bread and dough recipes available for FREE. If,
however, you want a larger variety of recipes and more in depth explanations of the art of bread-
making, this is the book for you.”

PLC, “Heavily Used Since Published, Highly Recommend. The only thing that would make this
book better: measurements given in grams instead of cups. I've been using this bread machine
cookbook since it was published, which means I've made almost every variety of loaf. As
someone who bakes often, I use a scale and find it gives the most accurate results. Calculating
this book's recipes into weights instead of volumes is way beyond my abilities and probably for
an expert baker only.I've experienced difficulty with the fruit & nut breads not baking properly/
rising properly, but have only attempted those recipes one time each, and then only one or two
recipes - even a frequent baker can make errors with recipes, so I'll have to become more
familiar with how to judge the dough as it's being kneaded in order to make any liquid/dry ingred.
adjustments. I haven't tried making pasta or jams, so can't speak about how they turn out, nor
have I made pizza dough.This book is massive in size, and it can be difficult to find specific
loaves or information pages - if you don't remember the exact name of a loaf, forget about using
the index, ditto the headline pages and other special sections.I've got so many dog-eared
pages, marked with dates, any recipe adjustments, comments about crust and crumb, and my
husband's 'loves' - that my copy looks almost hexagonal, lol. I've made our favorites many, many
times as well as explored different loaves nearly every week, and 98% turn out perfectly. I use a
Zojirushi Virtuoso bread machine - a machine I highly recommend for the shape of the loaves, 1
1/2 & 2 lb. loaf size options, variety of settings, and ease of use. I've had this machine as long as
I've had the Bread Lover's Bread Machine Cookbook, only replacing the loaf pan once.”

K.C., “Highly Recommended!. I bought this book a few years ago when I first got a bread
machine. I didn't know a lot about bread making and I knew NOTHING about bread machines. I
had actually never even seen a bread machine before, but my husband's grandmother had used
one and he told me how wonderful her bread always was... so I (blindly) bought one.Boy, am I
lucky I found this book!!This book is amazing thorough! At the same time, it's not intimadating
either. It is a very thick book, but it starts you out slowly by explaining the basics and gives you a
starter recipe to try on your first time. I have made several recipes from this book (mostly from
the first few chapters) and they are always delicious. I have even given my loaves away as gifts
(people seem to really love homemade bread). Furthermore, I have adapting a few recipes for
non-breadmaker uses, like I use the cinnamon bread recipe to make cinnamon rolls in the oven



and I'll triple recipes to mix in my stand mixer and bake in my oven.My favorite recipes are the
potato breads, cinnamon bread, beer bread, and i think its called honey white bread (it tastes
like the inside of a soft pretzel). The beer bread is so versatile! With so many varieties and
flavors of beers in the world, your bread can taste completely different everytime and its all just
from one recipe!”

Ms Sandra Rhule, “A lifetime of Bread , for your bread machine !. This is the only bread machine
book you need , along with one of Jennie Shapters , bread machine cookbooks ! Got the e
book , going to buy the paperback and wish there was a hardback! Only reason for 4 stars ? No
metric measurements! Time for a revised and updated version! However , excellent on
Sourdough breads!”

Loric, “Very nice to deal with. This was a bit complicated purchase as I didn’t receive the original
parcel. But as soon as I contacted the seller she organized the second delivery without any
delays. Things happened but lady was extremely helpful. No I’m enjoying my book !!!!!”

peter, “Change USA measures. Just bought a new bread maker and this book goes so well with
it.”

Richard, “Great book. Full of great recipes  to try.”

The book by Beth Hensperger has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 4,090 people have provided feedback.
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